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Want to read more articles about cutting-edge manufacturing technologies? Visit our website to 

read these features from our archives.

5G Will Drive Tomorrow’s Connected Assembly Lines

During the next decade, 5G promises to dramatically transform the way that 

conveyors, fastening tools, robots and other production equipment perform and 

interact on the plant floor. It will drive numerous Industry 4.0 initiatives, improving 

the automation of production processes and real-time monitoring of machine 

conditions.

The technology provides the ability to connect multiple devices at once and move 

more data faster than ever. As 5G is adopted, it will improve the ability of engineers 

to deploy artificial intelligence, data analytics, digital twins and other smart factory 

tools. It will also enable millions of devices, such as actuators, cameras, motors and 

sensors, to be connected wirelessly with each other.

Industry 4.0 for the Small Shop

Most early adopters of artificial intelligence, data analytics digital twins and other 

advanced technologies have been large companies, such as automotive OEMs and 

their suppliers. But, that doesn’t mean the concepts and tools are out of reach for 

small shops. The challenges are just more pronounced.

Small and midsized companies must learn how to identify, assess and scale 

Industry 4.0-enabling technologies that will help them achieve greater agility, 

efficiency, productivity, reliability, speed and quality. To do that, they will need to 

improve their IT infrastructure and their workforce. 

Cybersecurity for Today’s Assembly Plant

On May 12, 2017, hackers launched a “ransomware” cyberattack that would 

eventually infect 300,000 machines in 150 countries over a three-day period.

The ransomware, known as WannaCry, locked computers and blocked access to 

files. Victims were ordered to pay a ransom to regain their data. Victims included 

universities, oil companies, telecom providers and train systems. Computers at 

manufacturers and hospitals, which can be hard to patch without disrupting 

operations, were particularly vulnerable. Indeed, the cyberattack slowed or stopped 

production at five assembly plants run by Renault-Nissan, including the automaker’s 

huge factory in the UK.

The attack underscores the importance of cybersecurity even for facilities, like 

assembly plants, that are seemingly less desirable targets for hackers than, say, 

banks and insurance companies. However, as assembly plants become more 

digitally connected to both suppliers and customers, the potential threat posed by 

cyberattacks will only get worse.

Automated Assembly in the Age of Industry 4.0

A high-speed automated assembly system can produce tens of thousands of 

products per day.

It can also collect gigabytes of data about how it’s operating. It can report how 

many assemblies it produced, as well as how many rejects. It can log the incidence 

and duration of stoppages. It can also collect information on individual process 

steps—data such as machine vision images, leak test results, or torque values on 

installed screws.

That’s not necessarily new. What’s changing is how much data is being collected, 

how it’s being collected, and what assemblers are doing with it.

Blockchain in the Factory of the Future

Like the rest of the world, the factory is rapidly becoming more interconnected. In 

the factory of the future, data sharing occurs across a complex network of 

machines, parts, products and value chain participants, including machinery 

providers and logistics companies. As a result, today, more than ever, 

manufacturers face the challenge of securely sharing data within and outside the 

factory walls.

Traditional databases are not always well-suited to the task. But in seeking a 

solution for specific applications, manufacturers can explore an emerging 

technology: blockchain.
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Wire Harness Benches 
Increase Production.

olerances have to be consistently tight when you’re assembling 

wire harnesses for a jet fighter – 1/8 of an inch over 32 feet to be 

exact. Workbenches that can’t accommodate such tolerances would 

be, well, intolerable.

That’s the problem that a jet manufacturer faced when they 

determined that they needed to upgrade their facility. They were 

using pieces of plywood on A-frames for the assembly. This not only 

affected tolerance levels but also led to stress, strain and fatigue.

The jet fighter manufacturer found a company that could deliver 

what they were looking for in Proline. A leader in ergonomic 

workbenches. A company renowned not just for its rugged, 

technologically advanced workbenches, but also for its ability to 

“think on the fly” and produce, application-specific solutions,  Proline 

met all of the jet manufacturer’s specs.

Thanks to the range of easy vertical movement provided by the Pro-

Line benches, along with tilt, all sections of the wire harness are 

always within easy reach. Since this initial installation, this jet plane 

manufacturer is currently in the process of expanding its operation 

with additional Pro-Line workbenches. Clearly they are more than 

satisfied that they have harnessed such precise, ergonomically 

sound and productivity-enhancing workbench solutions.
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EDITORIAL

Industry 4.0 is here. It’s not a buzzword or marketing lingo. It’s reality, and it’s making assembly lines smarter and more e�icient.

Indeed, manufacturers are making steady progress in implementing Industry 4.0 technologies, including smart automation, connectivity and 
analytics. That’s the conclusion of a new survey published in July by Molex LLC, a manufacturer of electronic, electrical and �ber optic connectivity 
systems.

Molex commissioned Dimensional Research to conduct the survey in June. The independent research �rm polled 216 quali�ed participants in a 
variety of roles, such as R&D, engineering, manufacturing, strategy, innovation and supply chain management. The goal was to capture data on real-
life Industry 4.0 experiences and opinions. Overall, the survey respondents validated the potential bene�ts of smart manufacturing technologies and 
the Industrial Internet of Things.

Overall, a signi�cant majority of survey respondents (87 percent) are excited about the transformative power of Industry 4.0 over the next decade. 
Key �ndings include:

51 percent report having a well-de�ned Industry 4.0 corporate strategy with executive sponsorship.
49 percent have already achieved success with these technologies, while 21 percent are still in the investment stage.
More than half expect to meet their Industry 4.0 goals within two years, while a third believe it will take three to �ve years to reach that 
milestone.
44 percent �nd organizational and cultural adoption barriers hardest to overcome.

According to the survey, manufacturers believe that Industry 4.0 technologies will enable them to build better products (69 percent); reduce overall 
manufacturing costs (58 percent); increase revenues (53 percent); o�er products at lower prices (35 percent); and decrease time-to-market (35 
percent).

For machine builders, robot manufacturers and systems integrators, the opportunity to expand factory-�oor automation and intelligence is also 
expected to drive signi�cant gains in business. Among the most anticipated customer bene�ts are increased e�iciency of manufacturing assets (58 
percent); greater �exibility on manufacturing lines (50 percent); the use of advanced analytics or digital twins to optimize operations (50 percent); 
virtual design and simulation of new production facilities before making capital expenditures (42 percent); elevated labor productivity (41 percent); 
and unlocked access to real-time data across facilities (26 percent). 

Among the capabilities considered most bene�cial to their organizations’ Industry 4.0 e�orts, the top three were machines embedded with ample 
intelligence to control their own processes (53 percent); remote access to production lines and machines (47 percent); and versatile connectivity 
technology (40 percent).

Despite overwhelming optimism for the Fourth Industrial Revolution, persistent cultural, business model and technology challenges thwart 
implementation. Nearly half of those polled identi�ed problems with leadership that doesn’t advocate for change, making it more di�icult to reap 
full value from investments. Other cultural issues impeding success include problems �nding sta� with data and analytics skills (35 percent); 
organizational structures that limit information and systems sharing (32 percent); underfunded, insu�iciently sta�ed pilot projects (30 percent); and 
lack of expertise in connected technologies (28 percent).

Most of the respondents also face major business model challenges, spurred by a range of complex and costly requirements, such as di�icult 
funding decisions (45 percent); upfront investments that complicate ROI (42 percent); and lack of clarity on which use-cases pose the greatest 
payo�s (40 percent). A litany of technology hurdles exist, too, including separate IT and OT network infrastructures (43 percent); restrictive 
communications protocols (39 percent); limited remote access (36 percent); cloud infrastructure and software that are not aligned with 
manufacturing needs (34 percent); and inadequate security capabilities (32 percent).

Ultimately, 85 percent of participants agreed that a change in how leadership thinks is critical for enabling Industry 4.0 initiatives to thrive.

“It’s gratifying to see widespread Industry 4.0 progress,” says John Newkirk, vice president and general manager of industrial solutions for Molex. 
“Ensuring success requires a pragmatic approach, organizational alignment and secure connectivity solutions that drive operational e�iciency while 
boosting manufacturing �exibility and reducing costs.”

We agree.

Progressing on the 
Road to Industry 4.0

CONTACT
John

Image courtesy Ali Shahgholi, iStock / Getty Images Plus
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IIOT NEWS

AI Technology Improves Robotic Grippers

A new research project is applying artificial intelligence technology to robotic picking applications.

ISLANDIA, NY—Engineers at Festo and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) are working on a project that harnesses arti�cial intelligence 
technology for robotic picking applications.

The goal of FLAIROP (Federated Learning for Robot Picking) is to make robots smarter using distributed AI methods. To do this, the engineers are 
exploring how to use training data from multiple workstations and multiple plants without requiring participants to hand over sensitive company 
data.

“We are investigating how the most versatile training data possible from multiple locations can be used to develop more robust and e�icient 
solutions using arti�cial intelligence algorithms than with data from just one robot,” says Jonathan Auberle, head of the department of robotics and 
interactive system at KIT’s Institute of Material Handling and Logistics. “In the process, items are further processed by autonomous robots at several 
picking stations by means of gripping and transferring.”

Four autonomous picking stations were set up to train the robots. At the various stations, the robots are trained with di�erent articles. The goal is to 
teach them to grasp articles from other stations that they have not yet learned about.

“Through the approach of federated learning, we balance data diversity and data security in an industrial environment,” explains Auberle. 

“In the FLAIROP research project, we are developing new ways for robots to learn from each other without sharing sensitive data and company 
secrets,” adds Jan Seyler, head of advanced development, analytics and control at Festo.

“This brings two major bene�ts: we protect our customers’ data, and we gain speed because the robots can take over many tasks more quickly,” 
Seyler points out. “In this way, the collaborative robots can support production workers with repetitive, heavy and tiring tasks.”

The FLAIROP project is a partnership between Canadian and German organizations. The Canadian project partners (DarwinAI Corp. and the University 
of Waterloo) are focusing on object recognition through AI and deep learning, while their German counterparts are contributing their expertise in 
robotics, autonomous grasping and data security.

Huge Volumes of Data Harbor Untapped Added Value

Sensors collect vast amounts of data that can help manufacturers 
optimize processes and generate forecasts.

“Our Innovation Lab is the place where know-how meets the creativity that’s typical of the startup spirit,” claims Pascher. “We have specialists in all 
the application areas for our sensors. We call on their expertise to help us develop the algorithms and [applications].

“But, we can also learn a lot from our customers,” says Pascher. “Most of all, they provide us with access to data from many di�erent real-life cases. 
That helps us to adapt our products so [we] are better able to meet the requirements in each situation.”

During a proof of concept study, Pascher and her colleagues were able to use collected measurement values to calculate an algorithm that monitors 
force distribution throughout the metal cutting process. Deviations from normal conditions were identi�ed with the help of arti�cial intelligence.

“Instead of merely monitoring processes, we use the collected data to identify patterns and make accurate predictions about the quality of the 
manufactured products,” notes Pascher.

“We’re still at the very beginning of these developments,” adds Pascher. “In more and more sectors of industry, the coming years will see quantum 
leaps in the development of new solutions based on machine learning and arti�cial intelligence.”

WINTERTHUR, Switzerland—The Kistler Group has established an Innovation Lab
 here to help manufacturers get the most out of sensors and to leverage the hidden 
potential lying dormant in vast amounts of measurement data. At the new facility, the 
company’s experts will work hand in hand with customers and R&D partners to develop 
intelligent analysis methods, as well as smart data-based products.

“[Our sensors enable manufacturers to] collect data on dynamic measurands, such as 
pressure, force, torque and acceleration, in a diverse range of applications,” says Nikola 
Pascher, Ph.D., head of the Innovation Lab at Kistler. “But, in many cases, this data harbors 
far more potential that has not yet been exploited.

“Many customers and partners are completely unaware of the potential that lies buried in 
their data, but we intend to change that,” explains Pascher. “There are plenty of areas 
where we can deliver added value from our sensor technology with the help of data-based 
analyses and methods.”

To achieve this, algorithms provide the basis for intelligent software that automatically 
supplies suggested solutions. Over the long term, this plays a key part in optimizing 
production processes and generating forecasts.

North America’s First Industry 4.0

Accelerator Debuts in Michigan

A new initiative is helping 
Michigan manufacturers remain 
at the forefront of Industry 4.0 
technology.

LANSING, MI—For more than 100 years, Michigan has been widely recognized as the center of America’s manufacturing know-how. Today, the 
Wolverine State is building on that rich heritage by being at the forefront of digital manufacturing technology.

Industry 4.0, or the Fourth Industrial Revolution, is de�ned as the convergence of digital and physical technologies—or digitization—within the 
manufacturing sector. It is a collection of several emerging technology trends, including additive manufacturing, advanced robotics, augmented and 
virtual reality, cybersecurity and data analytics.

To ensure that local companies remain competitive, the Michigan Economic Development Corp.  has launched an Industry 4.0 Accelerator in 
partnership with Automation Alley, Lean Rocket Lab and Lawrence Technological University’s Centrepolis Accelerator. The initiative is the �rst of its 
kind in North America. It provides resources to support startups developing industry 4.0 technologies and to help Michigan manufacturers adopt 
these technologies.

The accelerator provides education, programming, coaching, strategic partnerships, a technology-readiness demonstration matching fund, and 
access to seed stage investment funding that is designed to help manufacturers thrive and grow.

“By attracting and supporting [innovative] startups, and connecting them with [local] manufacturers, we believe Michigan can be a global leader in 
the Industry 4.0 space,” says Tom Kelly, CEO of Automation Alley. “Our goal is to catalyze a mindset shift within Michigan’s manufacturing 
community.

“We can help that happen through supporting Michigan-based companies with resources tailored to help them adapt and thrive in an Industry 4.0-
fueled market,” explains Kelly. “The accelerator is a huge part of that, giving our partners access to innovative and disruptive technology.”

Within the �rst few months of launching the initiative, the accelerator has received more than 250 applications, as well as corporate sponsorship and 
support from major global companies such as Denso, Lear, Siemens and Whirlpool.

Three Michigan-based companies have already bene�ted from the Industry 4.0 Accelerator: Andonix, Autaza and Invisible AI.

Autaza is a software and hardware company that uses cameras and AI to detect defects in surfaces in a manner far superior to human inspection. 
Andonix developed a connected worker platform that allows companies to create, access and manage any physical space safely to ensure automated 
entry. Invisible AI reduces manufacturing costs associated with manual assembly errors through a computer vision platform that tracks body posture 
and movement. 

Data Analytics Helps Improve Plant Decision Making

Data analytics technology helps improve production planning and plant performance optimization.

BHANDARA, India—ABB recently installed a data analytics platform at Sun�ag Iron and Steel Co.’s plant here. The project is improving decision 
making at the steel mill, as well as improving end-to-end production visibility and empowering real-time, data-driven decisions for safer, smarter 
operations.

Engineers use ABB Ability to improve production planning and plant performance optimization. The plant, which has a capacity to produce 500,000 
metric tons of steel annually, now has the ability to integrate data sources across 17 operational areas, including non-ABB systems. Information 
technology and operational technology has also converged to positively impact Sun�ag’s steel melt shop and rolling mills.

The ABB platform was integrated with the existing automation systems for process and quality monitoring in real time, aligning with user-friendly 
operator dashboards available via a web page. It enables identi�cation and diagnosis of issues, or use of extra resources.

“Together, we’re looking forward to realizing the full bene�ts of enhanced operations and quality,” says Ragunath Satyan, industry lead for metals 
at ABB India. “ABB Ability Data Analytics Platform for metals will provide clear advantages in terms of monitoring and troubleshooting daily process 
and quality issues.

“We have ensured that Sun�ag Steel’s people have visualization of real-time plant operations on modern dashboards,” claims Satyan. “This will allow 
for better decision making and will ultimately show returns in productivity, quality and resource e�iciency.”

According to Satyan, ABB’s technology is part of a long-term vision where the physical and digital worlds are connected, scalable and harness 
machine learning potential.
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A Cold War era facility is a shining 
example of 21st century digital 
manufacturing.

Inside Schneider Electric’s 
Smart Factory

To troubleshoot, operators hold a tablet over

a piece of equipment and critical data pops

up in real time on the screen.

Photo courtesy Schneider Electric

S chneider Electric’s factory in Lexington, KY, has been mass-producing electrical equipment for more than 60 years. But, the

low-mix, high-volume assembly plant is not sitting back and living in the past. Instead, it has become a state-of-the-art 

showcase for the future of digital manufacturing.

The brownfield facility recently underwent one of the most dramatic transformations in its history. Today, the 500,000-square-

foot factory has a bright future, because it’s a leader in applying Industry 4.0 tools that empower operators, reduce costs and

improve productivity.

Schneider Electric Lexington has been making load centers and safety switches since Dwight D. Eisenhower was president. It

opened in 1957, a year before the first issue of ASSEMBLY magazine rolled off the printing press.

Back then, the jet age had just begun and steam-powered locomotives were still in use on American rails. Polyethylene was a new-

fangled material, and a world’s fair was about to be held celebrating atomic energy. However, cell phones, collaborative robots,

cordless screwdrivers, laptop computers, paperless work instructions, RFID tags, torque sensors and other things that engineers

take for granted today were unheard of.

When Schneider Electric Lexington celebrated its 50th anniversary, it was the recipient of ASSEMBLY’s 2007 Assembly Plant of the

Year award. The vertically integrated facility was honored for its cost-cutting continuous improvement and lean manufacturing

initiatives.

By implementing the Schneider Production System in the late 1990s, the plant achieved a 20 percent growth in volume between

2002 and 2006. The facility also spent a decade streamlining all areas of fabrication and assembly to remove 113 minutes of

process lead time.

Quality Products

Employees at Schneider Electric 
Lexington use digital tools, such as 
augmented reality, remote monitoring 
and predictive maintenance, to drive 
energy efficiency, sustainability and 
overall cost savings.

Photo courtesy Schneider Electric

Today, the 64-year-old Schneider Electric Lexington plant is still going strong, producing more than 10,000 units a day. Every 
year, operators assemble 2.8 million load centers and 800,000 safety switches.

The metal boxes house an assortment of bus bars and other aluminum, copper and plastic components that distribute and 
control low-voltage electricity. Contractors and builders buy the boxes and electricians stuff them with different types of circuit 
breakers to protect homes from electrical overloads and short circuits.

It’s a simple solution to a potentially deadly problem. Although most load centers look the same, they’re not. A wide variety of 
options are available. In fact, assemblers at the Lexington plant build more than 200 different configurations of load centers. 
And, safety switches vary in size from 30 to 200 amps.

To maintain high levels of quality and productivity, while keeping lead times and costs low, Schneider Electric Lexington is a 
vertically integrated facility. All injection molding, metal stamping, electroplating and painting is done in-house, in addition to 
packaging.

The Lexington plant also features state-of-the-art production equipment, such as smart parts bins, torque monitoring systems, 
robotic palletizers and a power-and-free conveyor system.

However, the Lexington plant has not rested on its laurels. Continuous investment in cutting-edge technology has made it one of 
the “smartest” factories in North America.

In fact, the facility was recently cited by the World Economic Forum as a “lighthouse” factory of the future. It shares the distinction 
with two other Schneider Electric factories in Batam, Indonesia, and Le Vaudreuil, France.

The Lexington plant harnesses Schneider Electric’s Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) based EcoStruxure system, which provides 
digital tools such as augmented reality, remote monitoring and predictive maintenance to drive energy efficiency, sustainability 
and overall cost savings.

Continuous investment in cutting-edge

technology has made Schneider Electric

Lexington one of the “smartest” factories

in North America.

Photo courtesy Schneider Electric

“Manufacturing organizations around the world are facing new challenges arising from the pandemic and subsequent economic

downturn, combined with the ever-growing threat of climate change,” says Annette Clayton, CEO and president of Schneider

Electric North America.

“Schneider Electric is proof of IIoT’s power to positively impact the bottom line and further sustainability goals,” claims Clayton.

“Being part of the global lighthouse network allows us to share our knowledge and collaborate with industry peers to bring about

greater sustainability and resilience for organizations so that we can recover and thrive amidst periods of adversity.”

According to Clayton, the goal of Schneider Electric’s IIoT initiative in Lexington is to boost efficiency and overall market

competitiveness by introducing technologies that modernize and reinvent the control, monitoring and management processes of

the plant.

It’s part of Schneider Electric’s global effort to digitally transform its factories and distribution centers. The 183-year-old

company’s supply chain encompasses nearly 300 factories and logistics centers in more than 40 countries. Most of those

facilities use the same IIoT technology that the company offers to its customers.

“These facilities are core to [our] Tailored Sustainable Connected Supply Chain 4.0 program, which creates a customized,

sustainable and end-to-end connected supply chain across the plan, procurement, make, customer and sustain domains,” explains

Clayton.

“With ExoStruxure, we’re implementing IIoT throughout our global supply chain,” says Clayton. “Across our smart factories and

smart distribution centers, we’ve reduced energy costs by between 10 percent and 30 percent, and maintenance costs between

30 percent and 50 percent.”

Continuous Improvement

Schneider Electric Lexington was the

recipient of ASSEMBLY’s 2007 Assembly

Plant of the Year award.

Photo courtesy Schneider Electric

Schneider Electric is one the world’s largest suppliers of equipment for electrical power distribution in residential, industrial and

commercial buildings. The company is also a leading provider of industrial automation and controls. In 1991, it acquired Square D

(a well-known company that invented the safety switch decades earlier), including its flagship factory in Lexington.

The plant’s semiautomated assembly process has evolved over the years from manual fabrication, assembly, packaging, batch

processing, quality inspection and MRP scheduling to a facility supported by a multitude of lean manufacturing processes.

Over the past 30 years, a significant amount of capital has been invested to drive labor productivity, improve quality, increase

capacity and reduce cycle time.

For instance, in 2008, Schneider Electric Lexington installed a $4 million power-and-free conveyor system that improved

productivity and ergonomics by delivering painted parts directly to assembly workstations. The one-mile-long conveyor snaking

through the plant eliminated manual palletizing and greatly reduced internal fork truck traffic.

“Conveyors have enabled us to streamline material handling,” says Luke Durcan, director of IoT and EcoStruxure at Schneider

Electric. “The amount of work in process (WIP) has been significantly reduced to prevent blockages from the press department to

welding and then from the paint shop to final assembly. RFID tags tied into a Magelis PLC enable us to track and synchronize WIP

movement throughout the facility.”

Schneider Electric Lexington has been making load centers (left) and safety switches (right) since Dwight D.

Eisenhower was president.  Photos courtesy Schneider Electric

“Our processes are complex and, as with any aged facility, there are multiple applications that have evolved from necessity,” adds

Mike Labhart, innovation leader for North American smart factories at Schneider Electric. “Often, these legacy applications made

data sharing and analysis difficult, as proprietary systems tend to silo valuable information. To drive higher levels of efficiency, we

recognized that those data silos needed to be unlocked.”

The Lexington facility’s digital journey began about 12 years ago when connected products were deployed on the plant floor to

eliminate material handling waste. At the time, the RFID system was installed and it eventually delivered more than $1 million in

productivity gains.

This base of connected products enabled the factory to take the next steps: more precise edge control, plus a new generation of

advanced software apps and data analytics.

“By making our existing infrastructure smarter, we are able to extract data that was never available to us because it was trapped in

silos; we now use that data to make the right decisions quickly,” says Steve Lyczkowski, plant manager at Schneider Electric

Lexington. “We are now quite developed at the connected products level. The push buttons, lights, back lights, terminal strips, limit

switches, photo eyes, RFID switches and HMIs are all connected.

“If a technician or an operator on the shop floor has a problem, I get an alert,” explains Lyczkowski. “This make the assembly line

more efficient and I have the ability to control my core processes remotely.”

Today, the Lexington plant continues to drive efficiencies and establish new smart factory benchmarks. For instance, monitoring

and analyzing energy usage has driven a savings of 3.4 percent year-over-year, contributing to $6.6 million in regional savings

since 2012.

In addition, unplanned machine downtime has been reduced by nearly 6 percent through increased visibility into operations. And,

90 percent of paperwork has been eliminated.

Other impressive improvements include a 26 percent energy reduction, a 78 percent CO2 reduction in conjunction with renewable

energy credits and a 20 percent water use reduction.

State-of-the-Art Technology

Schneider Electric Lexington continues to

drive efficiencies and establish new

smart factory benchmarks.

Photo courtesy Schneider Electric

Schneider Electric Lexington has deployed a digital energy management strategy that leverages IIoT connectivity, edge-based

descriptive analytics and cloud-based predictive analytics to drive efficiencies across the operation.

EcoStruxure technology forms the heart and soul of the Lexington factory. Schneider Electric’s proprietary system is a vendor-

neutral, IIoT-enabled architecture that includes an open but tailored stack of connected products; edge control-level software; and

cloud-based apps, analytics and services. End-to-end cybersecurity for supporting applications and data analytics are embedded

across the EcoStruxure architecture.

This open architecture approach accommodates information technology and both Schneider Electric and third-party equipment

and software.

At the connected products layer, EcoStruxure Augmented Operator Advisor (AOA) has enhanced operational insight and reduced

equipment downtime by 20 percent. Residing at the edge, EcoStruxure Power Monitoring Expert utilizes connected meters and

sensors to create powerful visualizations and descriptive analytics of energy consumption by machines and processes.

Cloud-based EcoStruxure Resource Advisor pulls granular plant data and provides a platform for energy management at a global

level. It offers predictive insights to energy trends and spend patterns that enable manufacturing engineers to optimize their

energy costs.

“Several years ago, we created a global smart factory plan,” says Durcan. “It provides a standard template for digital technologies

across our manufacturing footprint. For instance, the Le Vaudreuil facility assembles totally different products than our Lexington

plant. But, both facilities share some digital infrastructure, such as common building management, energy management and

predictive maintenance systems.

“They also share AOA, which is an augmented reality system,” explains Durcan. “However, all of the facilities vary in how they

adapt technology to deliver return on investment.

“One of the key things about our smart factory plan is that it’s not about rolling out the same technology to every Schneider

Electric facility,” Durcan points out. “Each plant operates as an individual cost center, so they have their own discretionary

investment decisions to make. Most of our facilities are brownfield plants that have evolved over a number of years.

“Three years ago, we started to think about the Lexington factory as an integrated data architecture,” says Durcan. “To bring

disparate systems together, we introduced a solution called AVEVA Insight. We created a hybrid manufacturing cloud environment

that enables us to look at real-time information coming from our lean digitization system, which combines operator input data

with production and MES information.

“Insight is very flexible, which makes it much easier to do data integration,” claims Durcan. “It uses standardized templates with

customization that enables the plant to adapt. Operators get to manage data and create individual dashboards based on their

unique needs. It enables us to get tools into the hands of the people who need them the most.”

Easy Operator Access
The EcoStruxure architecture allows for much easier management of core processes across the key elements of cloud, edge and

on-premise. Operators, for instance, are able to view cloud-connected critical data anytime, anywhere from any device. Resiliency

and visibility are improved through live sensor data, predictive analytics and smart alarming. Operators also have 24/7 access to

experts monitoring connected assets.

“EcoStruxure improves the agility of manufacturing organizations by enabling key process owners to respond more quickly to

market dynamics,” says Durcan. “By providing a collaborative workspace that connects applications and analytics to machines on

the shop floor, the architecture allows teams to view combined intelligent dashboards in real-time, enabling fast and accurate

decisions.”

One recent addition, EcoStruxure AOA, digitizes machine information in an augmented reality format, and the data is viewable

from a standard portable tablet. For instance, a maintenance technician can walk up to a piece of equipment and determine

whether or not a cylinder has retracted inside the machine without ever having to open up the machine.

The tool provides information augmented over a real-time view of the machine and, more importantly, provides the latest set of

schematics and documentation pertaining to that particular machine. As a result, technicians no longer have to spend time

digging through a panel looking for print manuals that are often outdated.

1. Agile management. Driving faster and better decisions
to improve customer satisfaction and service speeds.

2. Asset performance. Predictive analytics for reduced
downtime and more ef�cient operations. 

3. Empowered operators. Access to real-time assets, data
and innovative technology for increased safety and
ef�ciency in maintenance processes, and increased 

workforce engagement. 

4. Energy and reliability. Reduced energy consumption,
cost and carbon footprint, and improved power monitoring 

through real-time insights and connected meters. 

5. Cybersecure operations on multiple levels. Product and
system security, with added value in secure design,

training and managed security services.

Source: Schneider Electric

Digital tools enable Schneider Electric

Lexington employees to track energy

consumption.

Photo courtesy Schneider Electric

“We’ve had great success in Lexington with AOA,” says Durcan. “This tool improves operational efficiency with augmented reality,

enabling operators to superimpose current data, links to documentation and virtual objects onto a cabinet or machine via their

tablet computer’s camera. EcoStruxure AOA puts real-time information at their fingertips, wherever and whenever it is needed.

“It provides overlays into asset performance, which has streamlined predictive maintenance,” explains Durcan. “This has enabled

us to reduce mean time to repair at the Lexington plant by 18 percent.

“Another tool called Asset Advisor monitors data and looks for trends and anomalies,” adds Durcan. “For instance, we look for

interesting patterns that are not obvious, such as variables in temperature fluctuations that may be due to a blocked filter or a

compressor failure.

“One of the reasons why we have been so successful with our digital implementation is the fact that we started with a mature lean

culture developed over a number of years,” says Durcan. “In addition to focusing on managing flow and reducing waste, it

empowers individuals to contribute to improving the production process.

“Before we started implanting Industry 4.0 tools, our workforce in Lexington already had a continuous improvement mindset,”

Durcan points out. “That made it easier for them to adopt new technology and see the impact.

“With any new type of technology, we’re always looking for productivity, which means incremental overall equipment

effectiveness,” explains Durcan. “Our higher level of data is driving additional insight. But, you can’t do that if you don’t have a

solid data infrastructure in place.”
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Machine connectivity, data collection andMachine connectivity, data collection and 

advanced automation have quickly becomeadvanced automation have quickly become 

essential technologies for the majoressential technologies for the major 

manufacturers in aerospace and defense.manufacturers in aerospace and defense. 

Aerospace, Defense and 
Industry 4.0

S
cience fiction writers are often heralded as great visionaries and predictors of future technology. But, “serious” writers, so to speak,

also have their prophetic moments, even if by accident.

Consider the most famous writer in the English language, William Shakespeare. In 1611, he penned the classic play The Tempest about a

shipwreck caused by an exiled Duke with magical powers.

Little did the Bard realize that more than four centuries later, a leading manufacturer would envision and create a British fighter aircraft

that would carry the Tempest name. Or that this jet would be an aeronautical marvel built using several Industry 4.0 (I4.0) technologies.

“Since a UK Government announcement in 2018, we’ve been working at pace to utilize many advanced technologies to help create a

Future Combat Air System called Tempest,” explains Austin Cook, principal technology and lead for the Factory of the Future project at

BAE Systems. “Our goal on the production floor is to make major progress in machine connectivity, data collection, assembly

automation, additive manufacturing and worker visualization during this time. By 2030, we need to have proven production systems in

place for the Tempest, so it will be ready as a combat air system in service with the Royal Air Force (RAF) by 2035.”

Implementing these technologies will bring many benefits to BAE’s “smart factory” in Warton, Lancashire, England, according to Cook.

The most important are higher productivity, increased precision and reduced costs associated with manufacturing complex military

aircraft structures.

Partnering with BAE on the Team Tempest project are Rolls-Royce (jet engine manufacturer), Leonardo UK (defense and aerospace

company), MBDA UK (European missile developer and manufacturer) and the RAF. Others include high-tech companies, small and

medium-size enterprises, and academia across the United Kingdom.

A decade ago, the German government introduced the concept of I4.0 in a detailed report to promote the computerization,

digitalization, interconnectivity and information transparency of manufacturing in its country. Since then, manufacturers throughout the

aerospace and defense industries around the world have worked hard to make I4.0 a practical—and profitable—reality for both

themselves and their customers.

Slowly, Surely, Uniquely

A technician at the NASA Michoud

Assembly Facility uses augmented reality-

based HoloLens2 goggles to accurately

build crew seats for the Orion spacecraft.

Photo courtesy Lockheed Martin Corp.

Paradoxically, even though a large percentage of aerospace and defense (A&D) manufacturers are aware of I4.0, they do not take a

universal approach to its implementation. Instead, each company carefully determines the specific benefits it can obtain from I4.0.

“A big reason why we don’t see a greater adoption of I4.0 in aerospace and defense is company CFOs don’t automatically think of it as

value creation,” says Helena Lisachuk, a partner at Deloitte Consulting, which has recently conducted extensive worldwide research on

I4.0 implementation. “They need to be shown which technologies are being brought in and where, as well as each technology’s success

factor, like an OEE increase of 2 percent.

“However, a strong business case is not enough," Lisachuk continues. "You must also have support of the company leadership to provide

the proper worker skills and change the culture. When all of these things are brought together, you will see incredible innovations at

scale.”

One company that has been on board with I4.0 from the beginning is Lockheed Martin Corp. (LMC), the world’s largest defense

contractor. Johnathon Caldwell, vice president of business innovation, transformation and enterprise excellence at Lockheed Martin

Space, says these technologies have “revolutionized” operations at his company, resulting in process optimization from the supply

chain, through design, manufacturing and final testing.

Another major A&D player implementing I4.0 is Northrop Grumman. Chris Daughters, aeronautics system sector vice president of

research, technology and engineering at Northrop Grumman, especially likes that I.40 has enabled his sector engineers to make key

manufacturing decisions earlier in the design process than ever before.

“Designing for manufacturability, modeling the production environment, and then producing our products with a minimum of

duplicated effort—this can give us the breakthroughs in speed and affordability that the A&D environment needs in a time of limited

budgets and rapidly changing threats,” explains Daughters. “These technologies are an essential component to our ‘digital thread’ across

the product life cycle. They give us the ability to simulate tradeoffs between capability, manufacturability, complexity, materials and cost

before transitioning to the physical world.”

“In a nutshell, I4.0 involves leveraging technology to better serve the world,” says Matt Medley, industry director for A&D manufacturing

at IFS, a multinational enterprise software company. “More than just collecting and processing mounds of data via sensors and the

Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), I4.0 is turning data into actionable intelligence to not only drive efficiency and grow profits, but to

also help companies be good stewards of our natural resources and local communities. Aerospace and defense companies whose

enterprise software can keep pace with developments like additive manufacturing, AI, digital twins, and virtual and augmented reality

(V/AR) are the ones that will thrive in an increasingly digital 4.0 era.”

Tech-Friendly Skies

At the BAE Systems’ Lancashire plant,

automated mobile robots distribute parts and

components to workstations as needed.

Photo courtesy BAE Systems

The number of commercial airliner manufacturers has never been extremely large. But over the last few years, the two largest

manufacturers, Boeing and Airbus, have implemented various I4.0 technologies.

“Converging physical and digital systems [are causing] massive transformations in the way we design, manufacture and service our

products, and how our customers operate them,” notes Phillip Crothers, enterprise domain leader of manufacturing at Boeing. “It’s about

bringing together traditional manufacturing and design tools such as CAD and building information modeling, data management and

physics-based simulations, and connecting physical assets through the IIoT to enable product life cycle management.”

Crothers says that Boeing is piloting several manufacturing projects based on digital and systems architectures that can be successfully

implemented locally, and then quickly scaled across the company. He cites the example of computing power and AI technologies, such

as machine learning, that let engineers extract valuable patterns from factors that positively influence the quality or productivity of

Boeing’s manufacturing processes.

“By capturing these patterns and implementing a closed loop of control, we can enhance our operations in real time, while also

capturing data that can be run in future design loops,” explains Crothers. “Direct management of [our] supply chain is another example.

I4.0 enables real-time connection across the globe for reporting, collaboration, control and recovery from disruption.”

In the fall of 2019, Airbus implemented a highly automated fuselage assembly line at its A320 factory in Hamburg, Germany. The new

line features a digital data acquisition system, 20 robots, automated guided vehicles, and automated positioning by laser measurement.

At the start of the line, eight robots drill and countersink 1,100 to 2,400 holes per longitudinal joint. In the next step, 12 robots, each

operating on seven axes, combine the center and aft fuselage sections with the tail to form one major component. The robots drill,

countersink, seal and insert 3,000 rivets per orbital joint.

Last year, engineers at the Fraunhofer Institute for Factory Operation and Automation (IFF) began working with Airbus in Hamburg to

learn how to detect and predict disruptions when transporting and installing jetliner cabin doors. The material delivery unit that

transports a door from the supplier to the fuselage on the assembly line is equipped with diverse AirBOX sensors and data storage

systems that supply engineers with relevant information during the entire operation.

“Although it tracks the cabin door’s location and temperature continuously, it does not send a signal to the server until the sensor data

include two criteria: the correct installation location and attainment of room temperature,” notes Martin Woitag, a research scientist at

IFF. “Only then is the cabin door ready for installation, because it has not only been delivered but also warmed up to the temperature of

the fuselage.”

Digital twin technology bridges the physical and

digital worlds for aerospace companies in

manufacturing, maintenance and repair.
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The sensor data and events are stored in a local database and visualized on the Web. Up to six automatically recognized and

preconfigured sensors can be connected to the box to build a sensor network.

Siegharts, Austria-based TEST-FUCHS (TF) manufactures test systems, components and the ground support equipment used for Airbus

and Boeing aircraft, as well as those made by Embraer S.A.in Brazil. Over the past three years, TF has relied on IFS enterprise resource

planning software to optimize its mechanical engineering and manufacturing operations across Austria, Germany, Italy, France, UK, USA,

Singapore and China.

“Our recently introduced IFS Cloud provides the entire spectrum of software solutions on one platform, with one common user

experience,” says Medley. “It makes aerospace manufacturers better equipped to deliver that all-important moment of service: the

moment when they get judged and either delight or disappoint the end-user. This can occur at any time—whether they’re providing a

critical part or component further up the manufacturing supply chain, or making sure an asset is ready to operate as part of a service-

based agreement with an equipment operator.”

Northrop Grumman has been working hard to combine its 3D design development process with manufacturing large plane sections

weighing thousands of pounds. Daughters also says his company is using advanced technology to manufacture complex

microelectronics. 

“I4.0 doesn’t have clear limitations,” says Daughters. “Besides increasing production capacity and efficiency, it enables us to perform

model-based manufacturing (MBM). This is where we run simulations of engineering models to assess manufacturability before

finalizing the engineering design. MBM makes manufacturing cost an independent variable in design, which is a big benefit to our

programs by compressing the cost and production schedule.”

A Strong Defense

In 2018, BAE developed an intelligent

workstation for use on the Typhoon aircraft

production line.

Photo courtesy Royal Air Force

As military spending has increased the last few years nationally and internationally, I4.0 technologies have likewise gained in popularity

among defense contractors. For BAE, these technologies present an important, and necessary, opportunity to transform how it builds

military aircraft.

“Because we’re a large company, with a rich history and experience in producing military aircraft, we have many systems and methods in

place that, for us to truly change, can be transformed to improve efficiency,” says Cook. “Overall, implementing I4.0 is going well and

making our manufacturing more adaptable. These technologies allow us to convert key data to visual metrics that we can actually use.”

At its Lancashire plant, BAE is transforming the way humans and machines operate together. Collaborative and flexible robots remove

the need for fixed, long-lead tooling, and intelligent machines have been modified to operate at tolerances as precise as less than a third

the width of a human hair.

Traditionally, an aircraft moves from one station to the next in each stage of the manufacturing process. Here, an agile operating system,

combined with digital and automated technology, allows workers to switch from one aircraft program or operation to another, without

the need for heavy, jig structures. This flexible approach to manufacturing is also helping the company in its drive towards Net Zero, with

reduced requirements for bespoke buildings and tooling.

In 2018, BAE developed an intelligent workstation in collaboration with Fairfield Control Systems Ltd. (FCS) and the Advanced

Manufacturing Research Centre at the University of Sheffield. The workstation has since been modified for use on the Typhoon aircraft

production line since 2019.

After a worker logs on to the workstation, he or she receives work instructions on a tablet that is issued from the BAE’s SAP (systems

applications and products) software. As the person works through the instructions, a 3D optical projection system highlights specific

work steps within the instructions. An automatic vision system is then used to verify an instruction has been correctly completed before

moving on to the next one.

Both the tablet and projection system use AR through a combination of hardware and software. Separately, last fall BAE finalized the

prototype of AR glasses on a headset that provides imagery stabilization, and can be worn in harsh environments and on moving

platforms, further adding to the digitalization of BAE’s manufacturing capability.

“As we continue to operate as a digitally connected enterprise, connectivity is key,” points out Caldwell. “We need to adopt the right

technological advancements and digital engineering to ensure we promote connectivity across all our programs and manufacturing

portfolios, with cybersecurity built in.

“It is also important that we improve the strength, innovation and cybersecurity of our entire supply chain through this transformation,”

adds Caldwell. “For example, we use the tenets of Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification to make sure that all critical suppliers are

connected on the right levels of cybersecurity when sharing data.”

LMC uses an Intelligent Factory Framework (IFF) approach to IIoT. It automatically collects, analyzes, standardizes and normalizes

machine data, such as telemetry information. It then pools and shares the data over a cyber-secure network that meets U.S.

government regulatory requirements.

“We use application programming interfaces, machine learning and software-defined networking so machines companywide can

automatically report on their status in real time,” continues Caldwell. “Through the end of this year, we plan to deploy our IFF 2.0 to 12

manufacturing sites. This upgrade will include enhanced networking, wireless support, a classified design concept, and a standard

streaming data pipeline for digital tools, such as torque wrenches.”

Made for the Stars

Northrop Grumman uses state-of-the-art

technologies to build aircraft, sea and

ground defense systems, and satellites

for national defense and

space exploration.
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Increasingly, the factory of the future is becoming the factory of the present—a place where advanced technologies are a daily reality for

manufacturers. One such technology is the digital twin, which is a virtual representation that serves as the real-time digital counterpart

of a physical object or process. 

The current concept of a digital twin has been around since 2002, when Michael Grieves at the University of Michigan coined the term.

However, NASA first used pairing technology, the precursor to digital twin technology, in the 1960s. This technology helped NASA

engineers physically duplicate systems at ground level to match the systems in space. It also helped them determine how to rescue the

Apollo 13 mission in 1970. 

Today, LMC uses digital twins to support NASA’s missions, and the company is already applying this technology on spacecraft like the

OSIRIS-REx, which was launched in 2016 on a mission to obtain a sample from the Bennu 8 asteroid before returning to Earth on Sept.

24, 2023. NASA is working with LMC on this mission, with its engineers using the company’s digital twin maturity model throughout.

According to Olivia Billett, systems engineer and science phase lead for ORISIS-REx at LMC, the model helps project engineers be more

responsive to the mission plan as it evolves.

LMC is also integrating its digital twin maturity models with its manufacturing and production processes at different company plants,

and aligning it with the extended supply chain. Caldwell says doing this helps promote industry standards across all of the programs that

LMC supports.

Among LMC’s major space manufacturing facilities is the Gateway Center, a satellite production plant located on the company’s

Waterton Canyon campus near Denver. Completed in 2020, the $350 million facility includes a state-of-the-art, high bay clean room

capable of simultaneously building micro and macro satellites. Its paperless, digitally enabled production environment incorporates

rapidly reconfigurable production lines and advanced test capabilities. The Center includes an expansive thermal vacuum chamber to

simulate the harsh environment of space, an anechoic chamber for highly perceptive testing of sensors and communications systems,

and an advanced test operations and analysis center.

Lockheed Martin continues to expand its

use of smart tools such as digital torque

wrenches for better quality assembly.

Automatically programming the tools to

electronically drive fasteners and upload

installation data also increases

productivity.
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LMC also has a facility in Courtland, AL, where it uses advanced manufacturing to develop hypersonic technologies. Applications include

integrating 2D and 3D electronic foam board for tedious operations like wire harness assembly and certifying key development stages.

In a separate project, LMC recently partnered with NEC Corp. of America to integrate NEC’s System Invariant Analysis Technology (SIAT)

into LMC’s Technology for Telemetry Analytics for Universal Artificial Intelligence (T-TAURI) AI platform. According to Caldwell, the T-

TAURI has been used to analyze data throughout various production processes, with great success.

One application involves the Orion Artemis III spacecraft that LMC is building for NASA. Within a four-hour period, T-TAURI and SIAT

built a model of the craft’s normal operations from nearly 150,000 sensors to establish more than 22 billion logical relationships for

analysis.

This and similar models can be used to monitor all future tests of subsequent vehicles to compare expected and irregular behavior,

analyze consistency and aid in regression analysis. Without these advanced AI and machine learning tools, it would be impossible for a

single engineer to manually analyze a massive amount of data in its entirety at the speed needed.

Another I4.0 technology used by LMC workers to build Orion is mixed reality, which is provided through an AR headset and VR

environments. The headset allows workers hands to be free to manipulate hardware as voice commands guide them through every

assembly step. Holographic instructions are overlaid on the relevant parts of the four seats that workers assemble and install in the

Orion.

For tasks requiring precise measuring by hand—like marking locations for hundreds of fasteners on the spacecraft’s adapter jettison

fairings—technicians using holographic instructions have finished these repetitive tasks 90 percent faster. In addition, assembly mistakes

have been eliminated, and LMC has experienced zero errors or rework requests on tasks in which workers were assisted by the headsets.

AR devices also eliminate the need to pass paper or tablets back and forth, and allow people to solve problems without having to look

over someone’s shoulder or go visit a worksite.
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Industry 4.0 and the
Automotive Industry

F
rom forest fire prevention and border patrol to tax inspection and counterterrorism, the applications for aerial drones are

multiplying daily. Now, there is a new use for them: transporting car parts.

Partnering with logistics services provider Grupo Sesé, Spanish carmaker SEAT SA has implemented a pilot project to use drones to

deliver components from Grupo’s logistics center to its assembly line in Martorell, Spain, in just 15 minutes.

Initially, the drones will be used to periodically transport steering wheels and air bags to the plant. If the project goes well, the service

could be expanded. “Drone transport is going to revolutionize logistics at SEAT, where it will reduce part delivery time by 80 percent,”

says Christian Vollmer, Ph.D., SEAT’s vice president for production and logistics.

When a specific steering wheel is needed on the line, an order is sent to the logistics center, which is located nearby. There, the part is

loaded into a carbon-fiber capsule that weighs 5.5 kilograms. Next, the capsule is firmly attached to the drone with an electromagnet.

The steering wheel is now ready for airborne delivery from the launch pad.

Audi, BMW and other automotive assemblers

are implementing Industry 4.0 technologies

to increase e�ciency and improve

processes.

Spanish carmaker SEAT is using drones to

deliver components from a logistics center

to its assembly line in Martorell, Spain.
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Measuring 1.7 meters in diameter, the drone takes off and covers the 2 kilometer distance separating the logistics center and the

assembly plant. The drone flies autonomously over the factory at a height of 95 meters and a speed of 40 kilometers per hour. It only

takes 4 minutes from liftoff until the drone delivers the capsule at its destination. It takes just 15 minutes from when the order is sent to

when the wheel is installed on the line.

“With this innovation, we are boosting Industry 4.0 and will be more efficient, agile and competitive, as well as much more sustainable,”

says Vollmer. 

Delivery is emissions-free, since the drones run on batteries. In the past, a worker at the logistics center would have to run the part over

in a gas-powered vehicle. 

The drones are also safe. The project is being carried out under the supervision of the Spanish Aviation Safety Agency.

Each drone has a large load capacity and is streamlined for maximum efficiency. “In addition to its six motors, we’ve equipped it with

three GPS units, six batteries and three inertial measurement units, which are the inner workings of the drone,” says Toni Caballero, a

drone pilot at the logistics center.

SEAT’s use of drones to deliver parts to the assembly line is just one example of how the automotive industry is pushing the envelope in

applying new technologies to solve problems. The industry has always been an early adopter of the latest assembly technologies, such

as robots, vision systems and computer-controlled fastening tools. Now, the industry is embracing Industry 4.0 and the Industrial

Internet of Things. Here’s a look at how automotive assemblers are applying cutting-edge technologies in their manufacturing

operations.

Augmented Reality Aids Assembly of EV

Motors at Porsche

To error-proof assembly of electric motors,

Porsche engineers worked with start-up

Viscopic to develop a system using

augmented reality, machine vision and

CAD models.
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We’ve all done it: Installed fresh batteries in a device only to discover that it still doesn’t work. Often, the problem isn’t that the device is

broken. It’s simply that one or more of the batteries were inadvertently installed with the wrong polarity. When a cathode is paired with

an anode, no current will flow. 

This mistake is often made with AA batteries or button cells, but it can’t happen with a 9-volt block battery because there is only one

way it can be connected. It’s designed to be error-proof.

A similar problem can arise when assemblers stack sheet metal laminations onto a shaft to make the rotor for an electric motor. For

electromagnetic reasons, there are numerous variants with small geometric differences, which are not visible to the human eye. In this

case, an error-proof design is not an option.

This was the challenge presented to manufacturing engineers at Porsche’s assembly plant in Zuffenhausen, Germany, where the

company’s Taycan electric sports car is made. To solve the problem, engineers worked with Munich-based start-up Viscopic to develop

an error-proofing system using augmented reality, machine vision and CAD models.

The system works like this: A high-resolution camera scans the parts to identify the subtle geometric differences between them. The

vision system identifies the parts by comparing the images with the original CAD files for the parts. 

The system then forwards this information to a set of smart glasses worn by an assembler. Through augmented reality, the glasses

instruct the assembler which parts to pick and how to assemble them. Assemblers can also use the glasses to access instruction and

troubleshooting manuals that help them when performing their work without taking their eyes or hands off the product. 

The technology was created, tested and deployed in just 100 days.

“The digital solution that Viscopic developed is protecting against incorrect component installation,” says Tobias Schmack, technology

developer for Porsche’s electric drive planning department. 

Porsche engineers are now working to expand the system to other assembly applications, such as process planning. Managers,

developers and maintenance engineers no longer have to be in the same room to collaborate on a project or troubleshoot unexpected

faults. The system can be used to plan a new line or plant or to virtually troubleshoot existing equipment for maintenance or repair.

Viscopic is one of several new companies to emerge from Startup Autobahn, a technology incubator in Sindelfingen, Germany. Porsche

is one of several automotive companies that sponsor the incubator, including Daimler, Hyundai, Faurecia and ZF.

AI Supports QC at BMW

At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, spot-

welding tongs are equipped with sensors to

measure friction levels three times per shift.

The data they produce is constantly evaluated

by software, allowing potential machine failures

to be predicted.
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BMW’s assembly plant in Munich is increasingly using artificial intelligence (AI) and data analytics to improve quality and increase

efficiency.

“It takes about 30 hours to manufacture a vehicle. During that time, each car generates massive amounts of data,” points out Robert

Engelhorn, director of the Munich plant. “With the help of artificial intelligence and smart data analytics, we can use this data to manage

and analyze our production intelligently. AI is helping us to streamline our manufacturing even further and ensure premium quality for

every customer. It also saves our employees from having to do monotonous, repetitive tasks.”

One part of the plant that is already seeing benefits from AI is the press shop, which turns more than 30,000 sheet metal blanks a day

into body parts for vehicles. Each blank is given a laser code at the start of production so the body part can be clearly identified

throughout the manufacturing process. This code is picked up by BMW’s iQ Press system, which records material and process

parameters, such as the thickness of the metal and oil layer, and the temperature and speed of the presses. These parameters are

related to the quality of the parts produced.

Uploaded to the cloud in real time, the data is immediately available in its entirety for the production team to gain a clearer picture of

the manufacturing process. This data is critical, since it eliminates the need for each body part to be checked in minute detail. It only

picks out irregularities that require action.

AI also offers potential to identify recurring patterns in the data to support continuous improvement. As a result, the technology has

helped increase hourly output from the press shop.

Another area where AI is being put to work is in the body shop. The shop’s numerous robots are equipped with more than 600 welding

tongs. If these tongs ever need replacing unexpectedly, it costs significant time and money. Moreover, many of the robots are difficult to

access, so dismantling and replacing their tongs can take hours.

Until recently, the condition of tongs has been monitored by eye, by a member of the production team. Now, maintenance specialists

have equipped sensors to all the tongs to measure friction levels three times per shift and report any abnormalities. The data they

produce is constantly evaluated by software, allowing potential machine failures to be predicted. 

The Mercedes-Benz assembly plant in Bremen,

Germany, has deployed a new body shop.

Unlike a traditional body shop, where individual

parts are produced in line, the new shop

consists of various production cells, called

“cubes,” that can be flexibly combined with

each other. The cubes are fully networked with

each other to take advantage of big data.
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“Because we have the sensors and collect their data in a cloud, we can now monitor round-the-clock whether any maintenance work is

needed,” says Martin Hilt, the plant’s innovation and digitalization officer. “Now, we can plan any replacements better and potentially

schedule them for a production break.”

AI is also being applied in the paint shop. Despite comprehensive cleansing systems, vehicle bodies can pick up dust particles as they

make their way to the paint line. Though invisible to the human eye, these particles can affect the quality of the finish. Until recently,

these potential defects went undiscovered until after the painting process, where they were revealed only by automatic surface

inspection. These imperfections must be reworked. In some cases, the body might even have to be completely repainted.

Now, every paint shop system incorporates sensors that measure dust levels in the air and allow the quality of paintwork to be

predicted. “We can now tell quickly if the environmental parameters are not quite right at some point, either within the paint shop or in

one of the buffer areas. It takes a lot of data to do this, which we collect throughout the process, evaluate historically and analyze in real

time,” explains Hilt.

Additional sensors measure dust levels on body parts at the beginning of the painting process, before and after they are cleaned by emu

feather rollers. In the future, when dust levels are too high, car bodies will pass through the paint shop untreated and be sent for further

cleaning.

AI is even being applied on the assembly line. The technology is used to evaluate images of a component and compare them in

milliseconds with hundreds of other images from the same sequence. The system then identifies any deviations from the norm, such as

parts that are absent or incorrectly positioned.

Automated image recognition allows the production team to identify whether the hazard warning triangle, wiper caps and door sills

have all been correctly fitted to each car. Previously, small bubbles in the foil cover of a door sill were often enough to prevent the

conventional camera gates from seeing if the logo on the door sill was correct. Now, an associate photographs each part in turn and can

even use the mobile equipment to check parts that are more difficult to access. Distance, angle and light don’t effect these AI

evaluations, which reveal whether everything is in place within fractions of a second.

The AI system is trained by associates. They start by photographing the component from various perspectives and marking potential

deviations on the images. This allows them to develop an image database that can be used to build up a neural network for evaluating

the images. Evaluations are carried out automatically; the machine decides by itself whether or not a part meets all the specifications.

5G Enables Flexibility at Audi

The future of cobots and other Industry

4.0 technologies on assembly lines could

hinge on the implementation of another

new technology: 5G wireless

communication.
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A small collaborative robot approaches an air bag, grips it gently and sets it precisely into a steering wheel assembly. It’s a process that

might be repeated daily in the Audi factory of the future. For now, however, it’s happening only in the Production Lab at Audi’s assembly

plant in Neckarsulm, Germany.

The future of cobots and other Industry 4.0 technologies on Audi assembly lines could hinge on the implementation of another new

technology: 5G wireless communication.

5G is nothing new to anyone who owns a smartphone. Now, 5G is being applied to intra-factory communication, and it could transform

the way that conveyors, fastening tools, robots and other equipment perform and interact on the plant floor. The technology will drive

numerous Industry 4.0 initiatives, improving the automation of production processes and real-time monitoring of machinery.

The technology provides the ability to connect multiple devices at once and move more data faster than ever. As 5G is adopted, it will

improve the ability of engineers to deploy AI, data analytics, digital twins and other smart factory tools. It will also enable millions of

devices, such as actuators, cameras, motors and sensors, to be connected wirelessly with each other.

In Audi’s air bag assembly application, for example, the robot needs to stop instantly if, say, a human hand appears within its radius of

action. That capability exists now, but it must be created with hard-wired safety circuits. 5G gives engineers flexibility. Control of the

robot would be decentralized and wireless, yet data transfer would be just as efficient as with a wired connection.

The technology behind the 5G-networked robotic arm is being developed by Audi in cooperation with Swedish networking and telecom

giant Ericsson. 

“We will be able to connect more automation applications with 5G that we have previously been able to connect with cables,” says

Christopher Kolb, a member of the IIoT team at the Audi Production Lab. 

Spanish carmaker SEAT SA has launched a pilot program to train assembly plant workers in Industry 4.0 technologies. 
The program aims to provide assemblers with the skills to meet the new technological challenges they will face in their 
jobs in the future. After successfully completing the training program, workers obtain a university extension certi�cate 
that they can include on their resumes.

Eighty workers participated in the pilot program, which was set up with the support of the University of Barcelona and 
Eurecat, a technology services and consulting �rm. The program consists of �ve modules: Digital Factories, Manufacturing 
Technologies, Electric Mobility, Industrial Organization, and Soft Skills.

“We live and work in a constantly changing environment, and it’s essential to acquire new knowledge and skills to meet 
these challenges,” says Laura Carnicero, head of training at SEAT. “At SEAT, we’ve been working for years to prepare our 
employees for the future. Our production processes have changed considerably in the past few years and will do so even 
more in the future.”

Each module lasts three months, during which students spend an average of eight hours per week. The training is done 
outside of working hours, and to make work and studies compatible, 90 percent of the course work is completed online. 
Participants apply voluntarily and are selected for the program based solely on their motivation for the training and their 
interest in lifelong learning.

In 2019, SEAT invested $27 million in training—an average of $1,802 per worker—and provided almost 355,000 hours of 
instruction.

The company is also committed to youth employment through its apprentice school. The school offers vocational training 
based on the German dual-training system, which lasts three years. Apprentices attend close to 5,000 hours of classes—
twice the average of other schools. Classes combine theoretical training with practical learning at the school as well as 
SEAT assembly plants. Apprentices are remunerated from day one. Those who successfully complete the school are 
directly hired to work for the company with an open-ended contract.

SEAT O�ers University-Certi�ed Industry 4.0

Training for Workers

SEAT has launched a pilot program to train

assemblers in Industry 4.0 technologies.
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So far, the robots in the production facilities at Audi are connected with each other with cables, which limits their mobility. A 5G network

would enable the machines to operate completely wirelessly and be deployed wherever they’re needed. 

“That has many practical benefits. On the one hand, there just aren’t any cables in the way anymore. That makes us more independent,”

explains Kolb.

On the other hand, the production processes are becoming increasingly complex and must become more flexible. 5G technology would

enable engineers to quickly reconfigure production lines as needs change.

5G provides a secure and stable connection in multiple ways: It offers a mobile communications spectrum that is available exclusively

for industrial use, and it provides a “quality of services” mechanism—the possibility to prioritize various applications within the network.

Low latency—meaning a short sending and receiving time for wireless signals—makes it possible to wirelessly control smart factory

systems in real-time.

This sort of communication is not possible with 4G (LTE) networks. 5G is said to be 10 times faster than 4G, but what really makes it

unique is a fundamental change in the wireless technology. With 5G, the focus is placed—for the first time—on availability and low

latency, which is necessary for production in a smart factory.

Kolb explains the difference using an example from daily life: “In the current network standards, it’s important that Netflix streaming

works well, for example. But because the streaming services rely on data buffering, the fluctuating transfer rates found in LTE aren’t

noticeable. But it won’t be until 5G that we have a stable data transfer rate without interruptions.”

Existing wireless technologies are not capable of meeting the future needs of a smart factory. An assembly plant, with its enormous,

complex automation systems, simply cannot be compared with the wireless telephones and Wi-Fi-enabled televisions. The Industrial

Internet of Things (IIoT) needs more. 

“We are seeing more and more networked devices, more and more mobile connections for which a cable connection is just no longer

feasible. For these cases, we see 5G as a complement to Wi-Fi. The technology is so powerful that it will make many new use cases

possible,” explains Kolb.

A good example would be mobile, autonomous transport systems. These currently communicate via Wi-Fi, but they still struggle with

lost connections and errors. Cordless screwdrivers, scanners and other portable electronic devices could also benefit.
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Digital Transformation
in Medical Device Manufacturing

Digitization can help medical device

assemblers improve traceability. If there’s ever a

field issue with a product, they can easily

determine where it was made, when it was

made, who made it, which machines were

used, and what inspections were done.
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I
ndustry 4.0 isn’t anything new for the manufacturing engineers at Glidewell. The Newport, CA-based manufacturer of crowns,

bridges and other dental products has been applying the concept since before it had a name.

“We are an extreme high-volume manufacturer, but everything we make is custom—a lot size of one,” says Dave Leeson, vice president

of engineering at Glidewell. “We might make 100,000 unique products every week.

“The only possible way to pull that off is to have a deeply connected manufacturing system. All the teeth we make look similar, but

they’re actually different, so just making sure the right tooth gets to the right person in a reasonable time frame is a massive job.

Traceability is vital.”

As a result, all of Glidewell’s machines are interconnected. Every product carries a unique identification code that’s scanned at each step

in the manufacturing process. At any given time, manufacturing personnel know exactly where each product is in the system and how

well each production line is performing.

Industry 4.0 at Glidewell involves a lot more than just connectivity. Today, the company is applying a variety of cutting-edge

technologies to improve its products and processes. For example, the company is employing artificial intelligence to create crowns and

bridges that are a perfect match for each patient.

Glidewell’s process for manufacturing a dental prosthesis begins with a 3D scan of the patient’s teeth or a cast of the teeth. From there,

the company leverages an artificial intelligence technique, known as generative adversarial networks (GANs), to create a perfect 3D

model of the tooth to be made. Developed by Ian Goodfellow, a research scientist at Google Brain, GANs is a machine learning

technique in which two neural networks contest with each other in a zero-sum game where one agent’s gain is another agent’s loss.

The technique gained notoriety as a tool for creating “deepfake” videos on the internet, but it can also be adapted to work with 3D data

to customize production of physical products, a concept that Goodfellow has dubbed “GANufacturing.” Glidewell is the first company to

use GANs to make better teeth. Dentists often spend considerable time and effort creating custom dental prostheses. Not only does a

new prosthesis have to fit a 3D shape that works with the patient’s other teeth, but it also must work well with the overall pattern of the

person’s bite. As a result, a prosthesis typically needs to be tested on a dental model and ground to fit. Through GANufacturing,

Glidewell can generate a near-perfect, realistic and functional tooth that needs little or no post-processing.

And, because the company has made millions of prosthetics over the years, it has a wealth of data to feed into the software. “It’s one of

the most advanced ways to generate 3D data for manufacturing,” says Leeson.

Industry 4.0 technology can help ensure

the right parts get to the right place at the

right time.
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Glidewell is even using AI and machine vision to error-proof manual operations. “Sometimes, we need people to transfer parts from one

process to another because they’re too difficult for a robot to handle,” says Leeson. “In those cases, we use AI-driven vision systems to

track the movement of those parts to ensure they are not misplaced.”

Glidewell is also using quality control data to provide direct feedback into its manufacturing processes. The company inspects 100

percent of the products it makes with 3D geometric scanning. “We compare that data with the design data to make a pass-fail decision,”

explains Leeson. “If the product fails the inspection, it will automatically return for additional machining without any need for human

intervention.”

All the manufacturing data for every product Glidewell makes is stored in a database that can be accessed from anywhere—on web-

based dashboards on the plant floor or on an engineer’s mobile phone. What’s more, engineers can analyze trend data to make

adjustments to manufacturing processes as necessary. The company can trace problems to specific operators or specific machines or

tools.

“We’re confident enough in our data that, if the system detects a pattern of failures, it will automatically take that machine off-line and

generate an order for a maintenance technician to see what’s wrong,” says Leeson. “We are proactively preventing scrap.”

The company has so much data on its manufacturing processes that it knows exactly how long each process should take and when a

part should be expected at a particular station. If a part fails to show up within the expected time limit, it’s automatically scrapped and a

replacement is queued up at the start of the line.

“Things can happen on an automated line that you can’t predict—perhaps a robot has dropped a part,” says Leeson. “We don’t want a

situation where a person has to track down what went wrong. We’re very concerned with on-time delivery, so sometimes it’s better to

just make another one. Maybe that’s not the most efficient thing to do, but in our business, it’s necessary. Unlike other manufacturers,

we can’t buffer our line.”

Medical Device Manufacturing 4.0

Glidewell is applying a variety of cutting-edge

technologies to improve its products and

processes.
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Glidewell is not alone in applying advanced digital technologies to its assembly lines. Many medical manufacturers are embracing digital

transformation to increase efficiency, decrease lead times, become more agile, and meet regulatory requirements. 

One such company is Zimmer Biomet, a manufacturer of artificial hips, knees and other orthopedic implants. Like Glidewell, the

Warsaw, IN-based company is a high-volume manufacturer of highly customized products. And, like Glidewell, fast, on-time delivery is

critical.

“We use Industry 4.0 technology to ensure the right parts get to the right place at the right time,” says Abhijit Balan Mepadan, project

manager for Zimmer Biomet. “We use data to analyze our performance. When a customer places an order, we can predict how much

time is needed to make that part. From there, we can backtrack to order the parts and raw materials to make sure we meet the expected

delivery date.”

That capability was impossible when orders were managed on paper, he adds.

Digitization is also enabling the company to improve traceability. “If there’s ever a field issue with one of our products, we know where it

was made, when it was made, who made it, which machines were used, and what inspections were done,” says Mepadan.

That’s no small thing for a company with manufacturing operations in more than 40 countries worldwide.

Now, the company is striving to make its manufacturing operations more proactive rather than reactive. “We want to create a more

predictive environment where our systems talk to us automatically. What issues can we foresee in, say, the next three days? What data

can help our managers make better decisions?” he says.

For one manufacturer of continuous glucose monitoring systems, Industry 4.0 played a key role in helping to cope with a massive

increase in production volume. “We started out making 40 million units per year,” says Ram Bulusu, senior director of global information

technology and operations technology for the company. “Today, it’s more like 200 million. Most of the systems we had in place were

not really designed to handle that kind of volume.”

Industry 4.0 has provided myriad benefits for the company, such as optimizing product costs, reducing labor costs, increasing overall

equipment effectiveness (OEE), improving quality, and getting new models out faster. “It’s made our operation more predictable,

repeatable, scalable and flexible,” he says.

At Dentsply Sirona, a manufacturer of dental products in Charlotte, NC, Industry 4.0 is about connecting machines and gathering data

to gain insights into the manufacturing process and to get ahead of problems before they occur. Dentsply has long been collecting data

from sophisticated equipment like five-axis milling machines, but now the company is extending that concept to simpler machines,

such as parts cleaning equipment.

“We’ve determined that water temperature is critical to cleaning our parts, so we use a digital thermometer to monitor water

temperature over time,” explains Dan Ron, senior process engineer at Dentsply. “If we see the temperature is trending downward, that

might be a sign that it’s time to replace the heater.”

Dentsply is collecting data on manual processes, too. “The biggest value of Industry 4.0 will be the ability to collect data from manual

operations,” says Ron. “It’s easy to collect data from machines.”

The company began implementing digital work instructions several years ago. Now, every workstation is equipped with a computer

connected to the company’s ERP system. When a project arrives at a workstation, workers scan a bar code to get step-by-step

instructions on how accomplish the task at hand. This has eliminated errors and sped up production, since workers aren’t wasting time

flipping through binders of instruction sets.

An additional benefit is that managers can now collect data on manual processes without having to visit the line with a stopwatch and

clipboard. “Coming from a lean and Six Sigma background, cycle time is a big deal,” says Ron. “We need to know how long an operator

will take to complete a task so we can better manage the workload of the entire facility. We can look at four operators performing the

same task, and maybe one person is working faster than everyone else. Why is that? Maybe he’s cherry-picking, or maybe he’s figured

out a way to do the task better that everyone else can learn from.”

It also helps the company comply with regulations. “In medical device manufacturing, it’s important to say what you do and do what you

say,” says Ron. “Digital work instructions allow us to control our documentation.”

Getting Started

Assemblers should temper expectations

for digitization. It’s a good idea to start with

a small project and grow from there. 
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Getting to a point where manufacturing lines run themselves and artificial intelligence helps design parts doesn’t happen overnight. It

takes considerable planning, leadership, and investment in people and technology. It also takes some incentive. Industry 4.0 is not for

everyone.

“We’re more advanced than a lot of companies because the nature of our product has forced us to make that investment,” says Leeson.

“Any company that embarks on that journey will need that same drive, too, because it’s not an easy road and it requires an awful lot of

investment.”

Bulusu agrees. “The medical device industry can be slow to change,” he observes. “It often takes a crisis to for new ideas to be accepted.

If everything is going well, management will not want to spend the money.”

Bulusu recalls an earlier stint at another medical device manufacturer. “Our OEE was 45 percent,” he says. “When we implemented

Industry 4.0 technologies, we doubled our OEE to 90 percent. It took six months and a lot of collaboration, but when you can deliver

success like that, management will be more receptive to new ideas.”

Assemblers that want to pursue Industry 4.0 are well-advised to unite disparate departments—design, manufacturing, IT—under

common leadership, says Leeson. “We had to work closely together to make it happen, and, honestly, we stumbled quite a few times,”

he admits. “Different teams had different priorities, and we didn’t succeed until all of those teams were put under common leadership

with a common vision.

“To accomplish something like this requires a huge spectrum of skills,” he continues. “Our control engineering and electrical engineering

folks had to learn a lot more about modern communication protocols so they could better understand the world of our IT people. And,

of course, the reciprocal was also true. Our IT people needed to better understand the engineering world.”

Working together, Glidewell’s team determined things like which PLCs were best for connectivity and what hardware and software

provided the best security.

The situation was the same at Bulusu's company. “At first, the automation team handled all the manufacturing; the IT team handled all

the data; the quality team was doing its own analyses; and our suppliers were doing their own thing. It really wasn’t meshing well,” he

recalls. 

To create a true smart factory operation, Bulusu unified these groups under a single model he dubbed manufacturing and supply chain

quality operations technology (MASCQOT). Bulusu’s concept expands on the ISA-95 standard for developing an automated interface

between enterprise and control systems. But, whereas ISA-95 is a vertical model, MASCQOT is more horizontal. This has enabled his

company to communicate more effectively with the manufacturing systems of its suppliers.

A major benefit of MASCQOT is that it enabled the company to integrate quality management into the system. At many medical device

companies, manufacturing and quality are different functions, Bulusu explains. The two departments might share information, but it

might not be timely or adequate enough to meet FDA reporting requirements or to improve manufacturing. With both quality and

manufacturing part of one system, Bulusu's company has the ability to trace adverse events to potential manufacturing issues on a

specific line. For example, if several people in a particular region complain of developing a rash from wearing a monitor, engineers might

be able to trace the issue to, say, an out-of-spec batch of pressure-sensitive adhesive at one plant.

Communication and teamwork are important, agrees Ron. “Before implementing Industry 4.0 technology, work with your IT

department first,” he counsels. “The last thing you want is to install something only to have the IT department tell you that it’s not

allowed on the network.”

Mepadan advises assemblers to temper expectations for digitization. It’s a good idea to start with a small project and grow from there.

“You shouldn’t expect a lot of automation from day one—that’s just not possible,” he warns. “You have to take it in small bites and slowly

build toward the end goal.” 

Artificial intelligence and machine learning

enable Glidewell to make perfect dental

prostheses.
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Manpower can be an issue. “The biggest challenge with implementing Industry 4.0 is the skill shortage,” says Bulusu. “To be successful,

we need people with manufacturing experience, IT experience and operations technology experience.

“At most companies, these are different people and different organizations, and they don’t have transferable skills. At my company, I

brought the IT and OT functions together under the same umbrella. Now, the people who are programming the PLC and SCADA are

working alongside the people who run the ERP and MES systems. There’s no gap in knowledge or connectivity.”

Deciding how much data to collect is another issue to resolve. “In the beginning, we tried to be very economical with the data we

collected,” recalls Leeson. “Initially, we only collected what we thought would be immediately useful. 

“What would happen, however, is that someone would have an idea or a problem would arise, and we wouldn’t have the data to support

it. Now, our philosophy is, let’s collect and store all the data we can from a process. We may not need it now, but we might want it in the

future. To do meaningful work with AI, you need hundreds of thousands of data points.”

Even when manufacturers have all their ducks in a row, hardware and software may not be mature enough to accomplish everything

they want.

“I work with Amazon, Google Cloud and Microsoft Azure, and I can tell you that these cloud offerings are very good, but they’re all

designed for information management rather than real-time control systems,” Bulusu points out. “If you have machines running in

Ireland and your data center is in Germany, you will have some latency. The cloud offerings have not yet caught up to the needs of

manufacturers, but they are getting there. 

“Manufacturing applications need improvement, too. Whether you look at Siemen’s Camstar or Rockwell’s FactoryTalk, they’re not yet

fully cloud ready. By themselves, they’re great applications. But they need to be designed for the cloud in such a way that there’s no

latency.”

For Bulusu, a surprising stumbling block is related to accounting. “The financial models that we have used historically to roll out

significant manufacturing technologies are based on capital investment,” he says. “You buy so many servers, so many sensors, things like

that. You invest in capital, you calculate depreciation and that’s how determine your ROI.

“However, with the cloud ecosystem, it’s based on monthly subscription fees. You pay so much to Amazon or Google to run things in

their cloud. The problem with that is, it’s treated as operating expenses rather than capital investment, so your profit and loss statement

is affected. Our financial models have to be updated to include that.”

Cybersecurity must also be addressed early on. 

“I’m less concerned about sending information to and from the cloud than I am with operations technology,” says Bulusu. “SCADA

systems and PLCs are designed to be stand-alone. They have not yet evolved to be networkable. If something needs to be updated,

someone has to physically connect with that device.

“We have responded to that problem by creating a targeted OT cybersecurity program. Where we cannot put in technical controls, we

are putting in procedural controls. It’s just not realistic to replace all the PLCs on your shop floor with devices that are cyber-ready.”

What’s Next

Industry 4.0 can provide myriad benefits,

such as optimizing product costs, reducing

labor costs, increasing overall equipment

effectiveness, improving quality, and

getting new models out faster.

Photo courtesy B. Braun Medical Inc.

For Glidewell, the next step in its Industry 4.0 journey is to find a way to integrate customer feedback into its data stream. “We have all

this customer feedback data, and we are trying to map that onto our manufacturing process data to improve our lines,” says Leeson. 

The company’s initial work in this area has already paid dividends. Glidewell performs full dimensional inspections on 100 percent of the

product it turns out. But, it didn’t always. “Initially, we scanned one in three crowns. It’s not a cheap process, and even one in three is a

pretty significant sampling percentage,” says Leeson. “But, when we compared customer feedback data with our inspection data, we

discovered that the rate of customer returns or complaints was slightly higher on the parts we didn’t scan than the ones we did. 

“By merging the two data streams, we were able to justify the investment in more scanners for 100 percent inspection. For us, even a

quarter percentage point increase in customer satisfaction is massive.”

At Bulusu's company, the goal is to use real-time analytics to alert manufacturing managers to potential problems before they become

actual problems.

“We are working on ways to use real-time analytics to establish trend alarms,” explains Bulusu. “For example, we measure the thickness

of an enzyme on our glucose sensor. Let’s say our measurements tell us that the thickness is off by 0.1 micron, but it’s still within our

specification. Then, our measurements indicate that the next batch coming down the line is off by 0.2 micron, but again, it’s still within

our specification. We would like to use real-time analytics to tell us, if this trend continues, we will be making out-of-spec product within

six more runs; we need to make an adjustment.

“In a fully mature Industry 4.0 model, we would like to have a self-aware manufacturing system that diagnoses and resolves issues like

that with little or no human intervention. We would like to have a system that says, ‘This part needs to be replaced soon, plan for some

downtime next Tuesday.’ We’re not there yet, but that’s where Industry 4.0 can take you.”
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Collecting data is the easy part; the 
challenge is what to do with it.

The ever-increasing number of connected

devices and sensors is creating a colossal

amount of data to process, analyze and

store.
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The BIG DATA Dilemma

T he “D” word has become one of the hottest trends in the manufacturing world. State-of-the-art sensors attached to

assembly tools and production equipment are capable of collecting a constant stream of data.

The challenge for manufacturers is how to analyze that vast amount of data to gain a competitive advantage. Companies that

figure out how to apply it can improve quality, increase productivity and yield, reduce costs and optimize supply chains.

Data-driven operations are critical to the future of manufacturing. However, many manufacturers are currently struggling to grasp

the full value that data and analytics can unlock.

Data-driven operations are critical to the

future of manufacturing.
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According to a recent study conducted by the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) and the World Economic Forum, nearly 75 percent of

surveyed manufacturing executives consider advanced analytics to be critical for success and more important today than three

years ago. However, only a few companies capture the full value that data and analytics can unlock to help address

manufacturers’ most pressing challenges.

Less than 20 percent of surveyed participants prioritize advanced analytics to promote either short-term cost reductions or long-

term structural cost improvements. Only 39 percent have managed to scale data-driven use cases beyond the production process

of a single product and thus, achieve a clearly positive business case.

“Manufacturing is on the verge of a data-driven revolution,” claims Daniel Küpper, managing director and partner at BCG who

coauthored the report. “But, many companies have become disillusioned because they lack the technological backbone required to

effectively scale data and analytics applications. Establishing these prerequisites will be critical to success in the post-pandemic

world.”

Numerous Bene�ts

Companies that figure out how to apply

data can improve quality, increase

productivity and yield, reduce costs and

optimize supply chains.
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Data analytics can be used by manufacturing

engineers to help answer important questions,

such as:

How is my asset performing now?

How effective is my production process?

How did it perform in the past?

What contributed to its performance?

How is performance changing and trending?

How will it perform in the future?

What action should I take and when?

A recent report conducted by ABI Research

claims that manufacturers will spend $20 billion

to transform and support data analytics by

2026.

“Future factories are expected to have flexible

and adaptable manufacturing lines that operate

with greater autonomy, integrated closed-loop

quality control, and connected workers to

improve effective response to changes in supply

and demand as they occur,” says Ryan Martin,

research director at ABI Research.

      New Algorithm Can Solve Big Data Problems

In today’s world of big data, learning from the vast amount of 
information collected every day is critical for manufacturers. Often, data 
collected from IIoT machines on an assembly line is sent to a remote 
computer in the cloud for analysis and storage. But, if the network 
connection fails, there can be big problems.

A new algorithm developed by engineers at the State University of New 
York at Buffalo solves that problem.

“Designing algorithms that can learn from data is crucial for businesses,” 
says Haimonti Dutta, an assistant professor of management science and 
systems. “Our model allows devices to communicate with one another—
making them robust against network failures—while enhancing the 
quality of information for decision makers and doing it several orders of 
magnitude faster than other [alternatives].”

Dutta conducted extensive computational studies using seven publicly 
available, real-world data sets to validate the performance of the model. 
She discovered that her results were 1.5 times faster than other similar 
algorithms. She also used it to predict mechanical failures at a food 
manufacturing plant using more than 1 million points of data.

“This case study showed that organizations can use internet-connected 
devices for much more than collecting data,” explains Dutta. “Our 
algorithm can be used in devices where speed is critical for real-time 
prediction and learning, like early identi�cation of anomalies that can 
lead to defects, and applying strategies that allow devices to adapt and 
optimize themselves.”

Few companies capture the full value that data and

analytics can unlock to help address manufacturers’ most

pressing challenges. Photo courtesy MachineMetrics

Using data to get a better idea of what is and isn’t working

on the factory floor is half the battle. Photo courtesy

MachineMetrics

“The main challenges manufacturers are facing in today’s post-COVID environment are increasing costs coupled with fluctuations

in demand, constraints on availability of materials and access to a skilled workforce,” adds Simon Coombs, managing director of

digital manufacturing and operations at Accenture Industry X. “These challenges make it more important than ever to improve

visibility of performance metrics and increase flexibility to respond to market and supply-chain dynamics.

“Companies are moving from simply analyzing historical data to adjusting based on real-time insights and guidance,” Coombs

points out. “Assembly is all about planning the work and then executing against the instructions.

“Manufacturers need real-time data analytics because it can supercharge a number of critical activities,” claims Coombs.

“[Benefits include] managing the availability and sequencing of parts, effective testing, quality management, providing

traceability and reducing inventory, while improving throughput and flexibility. That way, data analytics can help optimize what is

already in place and bring in new insights to move toward optimized ways of working.”

Data Explosion

State-of-the-art sensors attached to

assembly tools and production equipment

are capable of collecting a constant stream

of information.
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Data collection driven by edge computing, the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), sensors and other smart technologies are

infiltrating every aspect of the factory floor. But, while there is value in data, not all data collected is valuable to a business.

“Much of the data collected from smart machines is so large that it is not feasible to move it from its source to the cloud, and the

data that does need to be moved can take days to upload,” says Jeffrey Ricker, CEO of Hivecell, an edge-as-a-service company.

“By 2025, 75 percent of data will be processed outside the traditional data center or cloud.

“Manufacturers should be looking [for] edge computing power that offers easy-to-deploy, future-proofed, technology agnostic

solutions that can empower them to scale infinitely and save massive amounts of resources in managing and processing big

data,” notes Ricker. “[Companies] solely relying on the cloud are missing an opportunity to analyze data on-premise and make

smarter decisions.”

Some manufacturers have anxiety surrounding data analytics, due to the sheer amount of data being collected by smart

machines on a minute-by-minute basis. Often, the idea of analyzing so many different data streams can sound like an

overwhelming and expensive problem, especially to smaller companies.

Manufacturers that are not making the most of

their data will be at a competitive disadvantage.

Photo courtesy AGCO Corp.

As Industry 4.0 continues to become the standard, manufacturers that are not making the most of their data will be at a

competitive disadvantage.

“The volume of data has increased in recent years, and data analytics will continue to become more important to manufacturers

in the future,” says C.V. Ramachandran, operations improvement and digital transformation expect at PA Consulting. “However,

only about 20 percent of manufacturers are using data analytics to improve efficiency, increase uptime and reduce downtime.

“Up to 90 percent of data generated in a manufacturing plant typically doesn’t get used to build insights that can really help the

business,” claims Ramachandran. “Traditionally, there’s a lot of emphasis on historical reporting, which focuses on what happened

in the past. There is much less emphasis on using data to see what will happen in the future.”

“Manufacturers typically want to see all data, but on average we see approximately 90 percent of data get wasted or unused,”

adds Alok Sahu, smart factory leader at Fujitsu Ltd., a leading provider of communication and information technology. “Often,

data is not contextualized properly, so when it gets stored it never ends up seeing the light of day again.”

According to Angie Sticher, chief operating officer at UrsaLeo, an enterprise software company, terabytes of captured data

typically ends up being wasted or goes unused in manufacturing plants.

“We now live in a world where the IIoT is exploding exponentially and large amounts of data are being collected every single day,”

explains Sticher. “Unfortunately, there isn’t a clear way to sort through or analyze it. This problem has made many organizations

data rich and information poor.”

Underused Data

The idea of analyzing many different

data streams can sound like an

overwhelming and expensive problem to

some manufacturers.
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A recent report from Forrester Research Inc. claims that up to 73 percent of all data collected within an organization goes unused.

“This has become an oft-repeated statistic, highlighting a fundamental and growing challenge within IoT,” says Keith Flynn, senior

director of product management at Aspen Technology Inc., a company that specializes in asset optimization software. “As the

volume of connected devices continues increasing exponentially, [companies] are gathering more data than they know what to do

with. However, that 73 percent statistic is a little backwards.

“The problem is not that 73 percent of data is going unused,” notes Flynn. “It’s that enterprises are collecting large volumes of data

that might be of no use to begin with—a problem that is getting worse. By 2025, it’s estimated that there will be nearly 37 billion

connected devices worldwide, generating over 79 zettabytes of data.”

Today, manufacturers in all industries are under tremendous pressure to assemble the highest quality products while reducing

costs. To be successful, they need situational awareness and continuous intelligence to improve decision making, detect anomalies

and remove waste out of the production process.

Only about 20 percent of manufacturers

are using data analytics to improve

efficiency, increase uptime and reduce

downtime.
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“The ever-increasing number of connected devices and sensors is creating a colossal amount of data to process, analyze and

store,” says Przemek Tomczak, senior vice president of IoT at KX Systems Inc., a software company that specializes in streaming

analytics. “Most legacy and current software is unable to keep up with these volumes and analytics demands.

“We are seeing advanced process control systems and historians struggle with the bottlenecks derived from this new abundance

of data and demands to provide this data to engineers, data scientists and management,” explains Tomczak. “As a result, when

deploying systems to detect anomalies and make predictions, organizations can face data bottlenecks, slowing response times

and resulting in inefficient action on the [plant] floor.

“Harnessing data to understand and optimize machine use and maintenance can serve as a boon to [factory] workflows and

output,” claims Tomczak. “Whether navigating repair schedules for a fleet of machines to ensure they are optimized for large

production runs or understanding even the minor operational corrections with a machine, real-time data comprehension and

analysis is key to maximizing operations.”

Mistakes to Avoid

Some manufacturers are data rich and

information poor.
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Unfortunately, there is some confusion about what data analytics is and how it applies to manufacturing. There is also widespread

fear of making investments in new technology and not realizing a return.

“There’s confusion as to how much data and analytics is enough, and how fast it really needs to be for making a meaningful

impact to the business,” says Tomczak. “For example, even though real-time data and analytics continues to be an important area

of focus and investment, there is a large variance around what ‘real time’ means.

“Only one-third of organizations surveyed define real time as a second or faster, and nearly half believe it means anything up to

an hour or longer—even up to a few days,” Tomczak points out. “To address this confusion, it’s important to always link a data

analytics initiative to business outcomes. [Engineers should] be able to explain or demonstrate how a recommendation was

arrived at using the organization’s use cases and calculating return on investment results.”

“[Some manufacturing engineers] underestimate the time it

takes to make sure you have good data,” adds Chris Nicholson,

CEO of Pathmind Inc., a company that applies artificial

intelligence technology to industrial operations. “Data is a

representation of the underlying realities.

"You need to make sure that the data properly reflects those

realities, that you are observing the metrics that matter and

that the data is clean,” warns Nicholson. “If you don’t get that

right, the best algorithms in the world will not give you insights.”

“Even though data access is the biggest challenge, the biggest

mistake is to start with data collection,” says Jon Parr, senior

manager for digital manufacturing and operations at Accenture

Industry X. “General initiatives to ‘get connected’ and collect all

possible data are a sure road to high cost and frustration.

“Companies that focus on specific use cases with clear value

benefits, collecting just the right amount and quality of data

that is needed, are likely to deliver the most value and to scale

their [data analytics initiative] faster,” claims Parr.

Graham Immerman, vice president of marketing at

MachineMetrics, says he sees engineers make two big mistakes

with data. “The first is not having a process for taking action on

data,” he points out. “Using data to get a better idea of what is

and isn’t working on the [plant] floor is half the battle. The next

step is to realize value by making actual improvements. This is

the hard part.

Up to 90 percent of data generated in a manufacturing

plant typically doesn’t get used to build insights that can

help the business. Photo courtesy AGCO Corp.

Although ‘Big Data’ has been big news in recent years, that may be about to change. Gartner Inc. predicts that by 2025, 
70 percent of organizations will shift their focus to small and wide data, providing more context for analytics and making 
arti�cial intelligence less data hungry.

“Disruptions such as the COVID-19 pandemic is causing historical data that re�ects past conditions to quickly become 
obsolete, which is breaking many production AI and machine learning models,” says Jim Hare, distinguished research 
vice president at Gartner. “In addition, decision making by humans and AI has become more complex and demanding, 
and overly reliant on data-hungry deep learning approaches.”

In the future, new analytics techniques, such as “small data” and “wide data,” will become more common. “Taken 
together they are capable of using available data more effectively, either by reducing the required volume or by 
extracting more value from unstructured, diverse data sources,” explains Hare.

Small data is an approach that requires less data but still offers useful insights. It includes certain time-series analysis 
techniques or few-shot learning, synthetic data or self-supervised learning.

Wide data enables the analysis and synergy of a variety of small and large, unstructured and structured data sources. It 
applies X analytics, with X standing for �nding links between data sources, as well as for a diversity of data formats. 
These formats include tabular, text, image, video, audio, voice, temperature, or even smell and vibration.

“Both approaches facilitate more robust analytics and AI, reducing an organization’s dependency on big data and 
enabling a richer, more complete situational awareness or 360-degree view,” says Hare. “[Both techniques can be used 
to] address challenges such as low availability of training data or developing more robust models by using a wider 
variety of data.”

According to Hare, potential applications for small and wide data include “adaptive autonomous systems, such as 
robots, which constantly learn by the analysis of correlations in time and space of events in different sensory channels.”

“The second mistake is not baselining data,” says Immerman. “Many companies are so eager to get started that they often skip

this critical step. Unfortunately, without having a baseline to measure from, it becomes difficult to know how much value various

efforts may create. Stepping on the scale is a critical first step to knowing how much you’ve actually improved.”

To address those issues, MachineMetrics recently launched a product called Predictive, a technology that leverages high-

frequency machine data to supercharge predictive analytics capabilities without the use of external sensors. It features three basic

components.

“The first is the ability to gain unprecedented fidelity with plug-and-play high frequency data collection,” explains Immerman.

“When data is collected at a higher frequency, the fidelity provides unprecedented visibility into equipment problems that were

essentially invisible before. This data can then be immediately used as inputs to time-series or machine learning models to predict

machine failures.

“Once developed, [engineers] can then deploy and manage these algorithms to [our] edge devices that process and analyze at the

source to detect potential failures in real-time,” adds Immerman. “Finally, when an algorithm is triggered, [engineers] can deliver

operator actions via alerts and notifications, or automate an action on a machine that stops and adapts [it] prior to equipment

failure.”
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Like other transformative technologies,Like other transformative technologies, 

arti�cial intelligence presentsarti�cial intelligence presents 

manufacturers with unique challenges tomanufacturers with unique challenges to 

overcome for successful implementation.overcome for successful implementation.

Meeting the Challenge of 
Implementing AI 

Camera-hardware agnostic, VIA vision

inspection software quickly identifies defects

in all types of parts.

Photo courtesy Neurala Inc.

A
rtificial intelligence (AI) is quickly becoming a manufacturing and mainstream technological superstar—a rare achievement indeed.

Consider some recent Internet stories highlighting AI’s applicability to everyday life. The technology reportedly can now:

 boost sales of consumer products and prevent purchasing fraud in real time; 

 help the United States Postal Service speed up the packaging process for costumer orders;

 direct drones to inspect and repair offshore wind farms in South Korea;

 warn firefighters of burning building flashover, where a room or area is suddenly engulfed in flames due to thermal radiation

feedback; and even

 objectively measure the public’s emotional confidence in the COVID-19 vaccine.

These, and many other, commercial uses of AI complement its growing use (and more-proven track record) in the manufacturing world.

Several companies in varied industries regularly rely on AI to perform predictive maintenance, improve part and product quality through

enhanced vision inspection, optimize assembly processes and increase cybersecurity of their stored data.

On the production line, for example, AI is enabling six-axis robots at Ford Motor Co.’s Livonia, MI, plant to assemble transmissions. The

robots are programmed with robot-agnostic AI software to build transmissions for the Bronco Sport, Escape and Edge.

With help of AI software, robots can actually predict how they should assemble components in the next transmission based on their

previous performance. Ford plant managers have observed a 15 percent improvement in cycle time and more than a 50 percent

reduction in adapting to new products, compared to the previous manufacturing method.

“AI is not meant to be a black box,” says Richard Lebovitz, CEO of LeanDNA. “Its main purpose is to take end-users on a clear journey to

automate manual processes and make smarter operational decisions step by step. The manufacturers we work with stay focused on

achieving this result, which brings with it company-specific benefits such as inventory optimization and cost savings in production

processes.”

The path to implementing AI to obtain such benefits isn’t always an easy one, however. Implementation often presents numerous

challenges, regardless of industry or company size. The good news is that more and more manufacturers are overcoming these

challenges, making them great examples of how aspiring companies can implement AI in their facilities.

Some Really Big Barriers

Lockheed Martin, in collaboration with NEC

Corp. of America, is applying AI and

machine learning for system diagnostics

during the production of NASA’s new

Orion spaceship for the Artemis missions.
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AI developers, end-users and industry analysts cite a wide array of obstacles that can prevent proper implementation of the technology.

One is legacy equipment that is incapable of connectivity.

“In the manufacturing machinery market, lack of system interoperability is common,” says Ryohei Fujimaki, Ph.D., founder and CEO of

dotData, a company that specializes in providing data science automation. “The right way to approach this problem is to install

components that use standard rules and frameworks to connect to PLCs and enterprise resource planning (ERP), manufacturing

execution system (MES) and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) software.”

Fujimaki says another barrier is the inability of key plant personnel to access and leverage data. Harsh operating conditions may be a

good reason for a manufacturer’s IT and OT teams to send data to the cloud, while security concerns may be a reason for them to keep

the data on-site. Further data-storage complications can arise when the manufacturing site is remote.

Regardless of the situation, personnel must always have full access to data in a computerized maintenance management system to

perform AI-based advanced analytics. This system may require database connectors or custom scripts.

“Pre-manufacturing part logistics should never be minimized or overlooked,” explains Jonathon Caldwell, vice president of business

innovation, transformation and enterprise excellence at Lockheed Martin Space. “Manufacturers need to make sure that their incoming

parts meet all specs and tolerances, in order to accurately gain the data needed for AI analysis. Equally important is properly training the

machine-learning algorithms you’re going to use, and doing so early on, to ensure reliable analysis.”

Too often, manufacturers new to AI have a science-fiction-based or unrealistic view of the technology. Massimiliano Versace, founder of

Neurala Inc., says several of his first-time AI customers expect the technology to provide 100 percent accuracy in an application.

With vision inspection, for example, Versace will point out to the company that humans generally perform it at a rate vastly inferior to

100 percent accuracy. AI is better; it performs at 90 percent accuracy, whereas a person is only 86 percent accurate on average.

Fujimaki says it’s important for manufacturers to better understand the concept of real time when obtaining data. Cloud-based data

analysis requires a latency period between the time on-site data is analyzed off-site and managers are given actionable insights.

When latency is unacceptable, Fujimaki recommends implementing AI-based edge computing, which involves data collection and

analysis closest to the assembly or testing process. He says this approach is best for applications that require millisecond-fast analysis,

like predictive quality of parts.

“Data must be accurate and trusted by users for AI to be effective,” notes Lebovitz. “Key factors like supplier lead time, order policies,

and supply and demand data should be a top priority. We help companies address this by performing automated health checks and

cleansing of their data. This creates the foundation for successful deployment of AI technologies and automated workflow.”

Manufacturers might also want to consider augmenting their data sets with synthetic data when training their AI algorithms. Michael

Naber, co-founder of Simerse, says that synthetic data is generated to mimic real data, and can take many forms, including that for

computer vision (3D graphics), or tabular purposes (tables of text or numbers). Simerse specializes in data sets for computer vision

applications.

A large quantity of synthetic data is easier, quicker and cheaper to generate than actual data. In addition, a synthetic training set is only

limited by computation time not size. Synthetic data also solves the problem of manual labeling because it is labeled automatically.

Companies never have to worry about data sets being mislabeled.

Finally, synthetic data, unlike real data, is not subject to privacy laws such as the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation.

This will likely prove to be a major long-term benefit for companies as new regulations are rolled out worldwide. “Synthetic data

protects people’s privacy, while enhancing AI implementation,” says Naber.

Spacecraft Production and Operation

Lockheed Martin has integrated AI into

some of the production processes of the

GPS III satellite.
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Being told that Lockheed Martin Corp. (LMC) has successfully implemented AI in multiple facilities would surprise almost no one in

manufacturing. Learning that the company has worked with the technology in some form since 1993, however, would raise quite a few

eyebrows.

“We have had some early applications of AI being used in robotics through various internal competitions as far back as 1993,” notes

Caldwell. “That being said, our use of machine learning and the larger AI suite within production has ramped up considerably since 2015.”

For the last several years, LMC has used AI to enhance the manufacturing, inspection and testing processes on several of its satellite

programs. Caldwell says the technology significantly helps the accuracy of inspection and analysis during the critical testing stage before

a satellite is launched. AI has also been applied to stages like PCB assemblies and the thermal vacuum testing of parts, subsystems or a

complete object, like a satellite.

Another area where AI currently benefits LMC is in satellite production. Caldwell cites the example of it needing a way to speed

production of new satellites—and AI being a necessary tool to achieve this speed. In 2018, the GPS III satellite customer extended its

contract. As a result, LMC needed to ramp up production.

By applying AI, the engineering team was able to maintain the satellite production schedule of the customer’s current and follow-on

contracts. It also gave the team more time to focus on developing next-generation GPS technology rather than monitoring repetitive

data.

Since 2017, LMC has worked closely with NEC Corp. of America to apply AI and machine learning (ML) for system diagnostics to

spacecraft production. This collaboration covers applications on NASA’s new Orion spaceship for the Artemis missions that LMC is

building. The same AI and ML technology will be used for real-time analysis of Artemis III during its mission, which is scheduled for 2024

as a dry run for a Mars mission sometime after 2028.

According to Caldwell, the project involves the integration of NEC’s System Invariant Analysis Technology (SIAT) software into LMC’s

Technology for Telemetry Analytics for Universal Artificial Intelligence (T-TAURI) AI platform. T-TAURI has been used to analyze data

throughout various production processes with great success.

The goal is to achieve “‘proactive anomaly detection” during the design, development, production, and testing of spacecraft, notes

Caldwell. Data from IIoT sensors placed in sundry industrial systems (computers, power plants, factories, buildings) is used by the SIAT

analytics engine to automatically detect inconsistencies and prescribe resolutions.

“When it comes to AI, be an informed buyer,” recommends Caldwell. “Take the time to understand and implement it as an ecosystem,

including bringing in people who can match the right algorithms to the right application.

“This involves properly balancing patience and impatience,” he continues. “Be patient when building the team that can best use AI for

your business. But, be impatient about putting it into practice and harvesting its many benefits.”

From Mars to Molding

Here, VIA software checks for proper orientation and surface imperfections on a PCB assembly. Photo courtesy Neurala Inc.

In 2006, while working at Boston University, Neurala Inc.’s founders Versace, Anatoli Gorchet and Heather Ames began subcontracting

with Hewlett Packard on a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) project. The project’s goal was to develop low-power

computers and software capable of emulating human neural systems. In 2010, a NASA Langley Research Center engineer found out

about the team’s DARPA research work after reading an article written by Versace in the IEEE magazine.

The engineer then asked Versace and his team to work with NASA on a two-phase Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) contract.

In phase one, Neurala collaborated with Boston University’s Neuromorphics Lab to research how a rover on Mars could navigate by itself.

In other words, could it learn unsupervised in unfamiliar environments? The second phase, which ended in 2013, allowed Neurala to

further develop its technology for commercialization.

Today, Neurala’s technology is used in millions of robots, drones, smart devices and industrial machines worldwide, according to Versace.

Several companies have implemented the company’s full Vision Inspection Automation (VIA) software suite or a pared-down version.

Also available is Neurala’s Brain Builder Software Development Kit, which can be customized to the VIA, as well as for implementing

neural networks and deep neural networks in edge computing.

Long-term users of VIA include large electronics contract manufacturers that assemble integrated circuits (IC). These manufacturers

produce a high mix of both standard and custom ICs in small batches for their customers. The batches consist of frequently changing

components, which are notoriously difficult to inspect with traditional machine vision. Assembly, inspection and testing are done at

their facilities, along with manufacturing product prototypes.

Visual inspection is often performed in conjunction with X-ray inspection and functional testing, notes Versace. VIA enables the

companies to carefully inspect ICs for any body markings, and to identify incomplete solder traces, missing components or those in the

wrong orientation.

Some prefer using VIA only on custom products made at a lower volume. In that case, the software collects images through an

application interface, rather than a standard GigE Vision one.

Injection molding companies are another common user of VIA. They use the technology to inspect plastic parts after molding and post-

processing.

“Typically, visual inspection for part quality is done by a human operator when it involves large customers,” explains Versace. “However,

this only ensures that, in general, the molder is sending good parts. The customer then does [its own] manual inspection of every part

before using it in any assembly.”

VIA-based inspection requires a GigE camera installed on the assembly line, and a switch to control the conveyor that transfers parts

after deburring. As each part moves under the camera, it takes multiple photos of the part and the software quickly analyzes them.

When the VIA spots a defective part, the PLC flashes a signal. This tells the operator to remove the defective parts from the conveyor,

carefully inspect them and determine which ones to scrap and which ones can be reworked.

“All of this happens without the operator needing to understand anything about AI,” adds Versace. “And, that’s a huge plus.”

The SaaSessful Approach

LeanDNA is a software as a service (SaaS) platform that integrates with a plant’s existing ERP software to optimize the management

of inventory used in assembly. Photo courtesy LeanDNA

Acronyms abound where AI implementation is concerned, so why not add another one: SaaS, which stands for software as a service.

LeanDNA is a SaaS platform that integrates with a plant’s existing ERP software to optimize the management of inventory used in

assembly.

Manufacturers in many industries have implemented LeanDNA since 2014, according to Lebovitz. One company is UK-based Safran

Seats GB, which is a world leader in the aircraft-interior-products market.

A couple years ago, Safran managers in operations supply and purchasing realized the need to replace antiquated material procurement

processes. The original processes regularly resulted in Safran’s three facilities not having enough of the correct parts at the correct time,

and too many of the wrong parts sitting in inventory.

“The operations supply team was spending 10 to 15 hours per week creating manual reports in Excel spreadsheets,” says Lebovitz. “The

problem with this is it limited the accuracy of inventory data and resulted in deliveries being three to six months late, on average.”

Safran turned to LeanDNA to automate and standardize its shortage management workflows. Within a few months, Safran achieved a

36 percent inventory reduction. Another benefit is increased efficiency and responsiveness of the overall procurement teams. Safran

analysts can now easily check on the inventory needs at each facility before transferring excess or obsolete inventory to other divisions

or aftermarket operations.

LeanDNA also helps Safran identify opportunities to correct item master data, supplier lead times and bills of materials. Any anomalies

to these items are now immediately flagged, tagged and corrected—enabling teams to accurately forecast future demands and find

their just-right inventory.

“Each inventory action in LeanDNA is prioritized by the amount of value it will bring,” explains Lebovitz. “This makes buyers compete to

see who can deliver the most value to the business and be at the top of the inventory actions metric.”

In March 2017, a billion-dollar-revenue-per-year medical device manufacturer deployed LeanDNA at a pilot site. Prior to this, Excel was

extensively used to manage the supply chain. Every month, each buyer would send its data to its manager, who, in turn, sent the

aggregate data to a division-level analyst.

Unfortunately, compiling all of this data was a month-long effort, so as soon as the report was finalized, it was already out of date.

Lebovitz says this situation made it difficult for the company to balance the development of new technology and meeting customer

on-time delivery requirements with achieving their inventory reduction goals.

LeanDNA has helped the company solve this problem. The software automatically sends out weekly reminders to team members in

charge of key performance indicators to ensure that each metric is tracked in a timely manner. The software helped the manufacturer

save more than $700,000 within the first month.

“The positive results at the pilot site convinced the manufacturer to implement LeanDNA at 18 additional locations throughout the

company,” concludes Lebovitz. “Today, all of those sites have high user engagement at every level throughout.”

ASSEMBLY ONLINE
For more information on artificial intelligence, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

AI and Machine Learning in Manufacturing.

Five Ways Augmented Intelligence is Saving Manufacturing.

AI-Based Vision Technology Aids Vehicle Inspection.
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A Variety of Dispensers for Micro Dispensing 
Applications - Covering the entire production 

process with one technology
D ispensing small and smallest quantities with volumetric precision and speed often presents major challenges for companies in

the medical technology, automotive, electronics, biochemistry, and photonics industries. It is not uncommon for industrial 

manufacturing companies to integrate various dispensing systems from different suppliers into their lines in order to meet the

chemical and physical properties of all materials to be mixed and dispensed. The preeflow brand, whose dispensing technologies

can process silicones, adhesives, greases, oils, resins, sealants, or pastes and much more in the currently widest possible spectrum,

works reliably and accurately even at extremely high cycle rates.

preeflow eco-PEN and eco-DUO series - the entire

portfolio can be easily integrated into existing

production processes.

One-component dispensing systems (eco-PEN), spray dispensers (eco-SPRAY) and two-component variants (eco-DUO) are

available and based on the operating principle of progressive cavity pumps. They are equally suitable for manual operation and

fully automated use.  The so-called endless piston principle ensures pulsation-free and purely volumetric dispensing and delivers

material of varying viscosity, unchanged throughout the entire process.

The above-mentioned designs are continuously adapted by an internal research and development team to an increasingly wide

range of industrially processable materials, considering parameters such as material composition and its viscosity. The dispensing

of adhesives - light-curing, thermosetting, anaerobic, shear-sensitive - is just as simple as the application of solder pastes, the

application of thermal pastes or the dispensing of LED resins, to name but a few. The programmable suck-back effect guarantees

a clean, controlled thread break with any material, without dripping.

One solution for each dispensing task
Constructively, and in view of the to control technology, di�erent systems 

are designed speci�cally for di�erent industrial tasks. 
Like the other two dispensing systems, the spray dispenser is based on a rotating, completely pressure-tight, displacement

system. Defined rotary movements of the rotor displace the material volumetrically in the stator and convey it into a processor-

controlled low-flow spray chamber, where precise atomization and spraying takes place. The spray dispenser can be used in

manual or automated mode, using low to high viscosity material to create a well-defined edge and with minimal overspray, which

can be atomized either continuously or sporadically.

The one-component dispenser was designed for single-component fluid dispensing.  Precise dispensing of aqueous to pasty

liquids is possible with even the smallest quantities. The technical design allows the one-component dispenser to be used

independently of viscosity fluctuations and ensures clean dispensing - in manual operation, as a desktop device, or automated via

a control unit.

To troubleshoot, operators hold a tablet over

a piece of equipment and critical data pops

up in real time on the screen.

Photo courtesy Schneider Electric

With two-component dispensers, systems for the traditional processing of various two-component materials can be selected, or a

model that is technically adapted to the requirements of materials which are extremely difficult to mix. The classic two-

component dispenser is available in three designs, determined by the quantity to be dispensed. Application is either via static

mixing elements, in which the two components are mixed before application. Or - perfect for all viscous two-component materials

that are difficult to mix - via a mixing capsule with optimized dead space.

If manufacturers use the different dispensers at different stages in a process, such as traditional bonding and the subsequent

spray sealing of the fully assembled board, they benefit from the same active principle at both process steps and invest in process

reliability through homogeneous structures. Finally, the use of systems from one brand can significantly simplify the storage of

consumables and spare parts. The planning of service calls becomes much easier when using the same technology and ultimately

results in a reduction in maintenance costs.

ViscoTec America Inc.
1955 Vaughn Road NW, Suite 209

Kennesaw, GA 30144, USA

770 422-4281

sales@viscotec-america.com

www.viscotec-america.com
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IoT-enabled devices can alert 
management to worker fatigue, 
strain or risk-taking behavior.

How IoT Can Lead to Safer 
Manufacturing

In manufacturing, one of the

most common applications of

IoT technology is maintenance

and equipment monitoring.

Photo courtesy Audi AG

T he Internet of Things (IoT) continues to evolve at a rapid pace. Businesses of all shapes and sizes, including manufacturers, are

taking advantage of the technology’s ability to network, collect, share and act on data from their operations and their 

customers. The technology has been a cultural and economic boon to consumers, too. Households are increasingly deploying web-

enabled thermostats, security cameras with mobile access, and door locks with virtual encryption.

In manufacturing, one of the most common applications of IoT technology is maintenance and equipment monitoring. Computer

imaging and wearable devices are helping manufacturers solve their most disruptive business problems. For example, some

manufacturers are using IoT sensors on machines to help pinpoint a failure or breakdown. These sensors can also be used for

predictive maintenance, sending an alert to the supervisor when a machine on the plant floor needs servicing. By moving away

from a regular maintenance schedule, manufacturers can increase uptime and lower costs.

Manufacturers are also using IoT technology to reduce risk in the workplace, whether it be to people, plants or equipment. For

example, workers can be equipped with sensors, RFID tags, smart watches and other “wearables” to help reduce the risk of injury,

improve worker safety, and lower workers’ compensation insurance claims.

IoT technology can also be deployed to prevent water damage. Sensors can send an alert when moisture is detected in an area

that should be dry. This could indicate a plumbing leak. Sensors can be set up to monitor water temperature, humidity and flow.

These sensors can trigger automatic shut offs of water control valves to reduce the risk of property damage and business

interruption from accidental water events. The most sophisticated systems employ acoustical water flow sensors to take

continuous sound measurements from water pipes. Machine learning is then used to transform those signals into water flow

estimates and “signatures.” This data can enable engineers to monitor water usage in a way that can predict unwanted incidents.

Industrial IoT and Imaging

To improve ergonomics, assemblers can

wear devices, similar to fitness trackers,

that detect when they are engaging in

risky behaviors, such as excessive

bending.

Photo courtesy Human Workspace Ltd.

Many manufacturing facilities already use cameras in the workplace. IoT imaging software connects to existing cameras. It uses

computer vision to identify safety risks and can trigger real-time alerts of unsafe behavior.

Cameras with artificial intelligence software can also help improve compliance with safety protocols, such as wearing safety

equipment like vests, gloves and glasses; abiding by forklift zones and speed limits; ensuring proper clean up to prevent slip and

fall accidents; and improving ergonomics.

Imaging can also be used to identify incidents as they happen, including slips and falls.

Wearables and Smart Manufacturing

Wearable devices are helping

manufacturers solve their most

disruptive business problems.

Photo courtesy Samsung Group

It has become common for people to use wearable technology, such as fitness trackers, to manage their overall health and well-

being goals. However, in manufacturing, engineers are increasingly deploying wearable technology to improve ergonomics, track

employee location during a crisis, and detect falls. Examples include belts that track movement in the workplace and vests that

monitor environmental conditions, air quality and noise levels.

Gloves that record data on how workers use their hands and wrists on the job can help improve worker safety. Armbands that

track how often a worker is pushing or pulling repetitively for their work can help reduce job-related injuries. And, straps worn

around the chest or other body part can monitor ergonomic issues or detect worker falls.

IoT Innovation Lab

The Denso auto parts plant in Battle

Creek, MI, is testing cameras that track

workers movements with AI software.

Photo courtesy Denso Corp.

The Hartford’s IoT Innovation Lab sees connected devices as an opportunity to reduce potential insurance losses. It can also raise

awareness around safety risks in manufacturing workplaces. The lab’s team uses these devices to predict and prevent losses and

provide valuable insights to customers.

For example, a window assembly and warehousing business located in Kansas implemented a wearables IoT program from The

Hartford and turned the data collected by the devices into actionable improvements to increase employee safety and benefits for

customers.

Wearable devices were able to provide valuable insights on some problematic behaviors of employees, specifically around bending,

reaching and twisting. The data brought to light specific habits of employees that could be addressed and solved. The common

theme was that sometimes just one small and simple fix can lead to big improvements for employee safety. Seeing the impact to

employees through the data was crucial in creating a safety culture and driving change to reduce risk.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE
For more information on IoT and ergonomics, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Sensors for Working Safely With Robots

The Ergonomics of Wire Harness Assembly

Do Ergonomics Investments Pay Off?
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